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BARRY LOWE

Cockroach and Egg

It is bitterly cold and the dull grey nurse's uniform does nothing to keep the cold
out. They haven't given me a grey coat to match my grey trousers, grey shirt and
grey jumper because they simply don't have any. So most of us arrive for work in
imitation fur lined Canadian jackets-much to the charge nurse's chagrin. The
bundy as usual is out of order so I sign my name in the book and sign the time
as ten minutes before, a ruse everyone knows about so that latecomers will not
be detected. The night staff are going off duty as I arrive and I am duly given the
key to the ward, about the only thing that differentiates me from the inmates.
A quick flip through the group therapy book and I instantly catch up on all the
previous night's gossip and scandal and any important advances made with the
patients-none I There's the old lady at the end of the hall banging on the door to
be let out, and there's Mr. Goldstein waiting to be showered and there's a new
patient in the private ward waiting to be checked and showered. Bloody lazy night
staff!
No attempted suicides, no deaths-a comparatively quiet night. Now it's bed
patrol. A complete bore. It consists of trying to force the patients to make their
own beds, or else doing it for them. It's always easier to do it yourself. That leaves
approximately thirty minutes, depending on how fast you are, in which to rest
or mingle with the patients. And it's always a race to be the first to find out about
a new patient. "He's Catholic you know, that's his problem." "He's quite queer, you
can't mistake it."
All superficial, all knowledgeable, all crap. And the doctors are not much better.
Those that are not hung up on Freud, are hung up on the nurses. And when the
nurses aren't hung up on the doctors, they're hung up on the patients or other
nurses.
"You're on B.e.T. today."
Just what I need to start the day off right. I've always hated electro-convulsive
therapy and I'm sure the patients do too. At least I'll be able to miss the main
group of the day. Small consolation. I round up my patients for treatment. They
aren't allowed breakfast, which is probably a blessing. A plate of palpitating
powdered egg and two pieces of granite toast are hardly a substantial meal. The
time they found the dead cockroach in the egg is a morning I always remember.
It turned me right off hospital meals.
It's. the same old faces lined up for treatment. Not that it matters, they keep
on with the treatment, another hangover of the Victorian era. A torture in the name
of medicine. Of course it cures some, and it doesn't cure just as many.
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It's like a dentist's waiting room only worse. They come in one by one, tired,
scared, wrinkled. Up on the table, wondering what is going to happen, old faces
scarred with fear, surrounded by strange and alien equipment that within seconds
will give them an electric orgasm. You can smell the fear, I always can anyway.
Or perhaps it's just that I can picture myself lying there more vividly than any of
the other nurses can.
Cold mornings are always a problem. The veins. The papery skin always hides
the veins on these mornings. It's usual to try the arms. No good. A few pricks of
the needle, the yellowy skin turns black, the other arm, why not try a foot? Only
skin and bone, no flesh and no veins. How about a wrist? I always grimace thinking
of slit wrists. It takes despair to do that.
They're away. The syringe empties. Unscrew it, toss it in the basin, pump
another phial in and you're right. Hold the head back, the water in the basin is
turning red from the bloody needle.
That will frighten the next patient. Hold the legs and the torso, strap the
electrodes to the side of the head and then dial a fit. All is ready. The doctor dials
the required time. A small convulsion. Better than when they scream or jolt about.
Wheel her over to the oxygen tank, she won't remember a thing when she revives,
and I don't wonder. One down, five to go!
It will be a long morning. Maybe the treatment would be good for the old lady
down in Ward 12. She thinks she's the Virgin Mary. Always good for a laugh, or
it was when I first met her. Not surprisingly the Virgin Mary was found to be
pregnant, an immaculate conception she maintained, but we knew better. We'd
caught her having it off in the men's lavatory with Mr. Parkinson. She was shifted
out.
You think of the others who have passed through your care-you try not to get
involved with the body lying in front of you. Therapy is over. The doctors leave, the
nurses tidy up and the patients go back to their jobs, some to picking string out of
chaff bags, others to digging the gardens, and others to making baskets. Or still
others, like Colin for example, to stand cabbage-like in a corner of the yard to
be the point of derision for the male nurses and other patients. "Show us how big
it is Colin" and he'll let it all hang out and won't put it away until you tell him to.
Lunch time! The choice of food is as limited as the conversation. "See that bloke
over there with the long finger nails? He's queer. He's racing off that new bloke in
Ward 32." The nurses are too busy bitching about each other to worry about the
patients.
Out onto the lawn. "Hey who's the new chick in Ward 11," Check on your
overtime for next week, a few extra bucks always come in handy. A slow walk
back to the ward and it is time for the patients' lunch.
I always try to get the medication tray, dishing out little paper cups of pink,
green, blue, red, brown tablets to pick you up, slow you down, open your bowels,
close your bowels, make you sleep, wake you up, you name it, we have it.
Mr. Dawes pretends to swallow his capsules but puts them in a matchbox instead.
A few more days and he'll have enough to attempt suicide again. But the tablets
aren't strong enough. The old bitch at the third table won't swallow hers again.
The last of the flavourless custard is being removed, the signal for mass exodus.
I help old Mrs. Grey up the stairs and it's such an effort (she says) that she will have
to miss the afternoon group. But the only excuse for missing groups is death. So
you're out of luck Mrs. Grey, off to therapy.
My turn as reporter on the under 25 group-unmarried. I sit there writing down
the inane points raised by the patients. One of them decides to attack the hospital
administration and the nurse in charge neatly turns this into an investigation of
that patient's aggression. But it bogs down with one of the other patients waffling
6
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about his minor problems. No problems are minor we are told. All the attention
switches. The charge nurse turns on the patient and asks why he must always be
the centre of attention. Just as the group gets underway the door is unlocked-there
is a time limit. My notes are very piecey. Perhaps someone can find a clue. The
spade work has been done. Concentrated effort required next. But will any be
carried out?
Report to the doctors and nurses over afternoon tea but they're too busy
discussing fiats and parties. Five minutes before the end we rush through the
reports. And on to the verandah for changeover with the afternoon shift.
It has been an average day. Nothing has happened. You stand round waiting
for your relief or else you write up the group in the report book mentioning what
you consider is important and wondering all the time if it really is. Your relief
turns up before you've quite finished so you hurry through it dropping a few points
here and there. Who reads the book anyway? Let the others find out for themselves.
It's bitterly cold again. I pull my collar up and head towards home. I pass more of
the afternoon staff and they don't look happy. I sniff because my nose is cold, I
curse the hospital and then ... what's this? My God they've fixed the bundyl
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ROBERT ADAMSON

The Domesticity
She drove, out the moisture and the long dust
of three years she wanted to move
unencumbered running nameless
Domesticity gathered in its wings unmoved
squatting before each step she made
She closed her eyes and pushed outwards but her fists
opened to moist palms
that caressed the domesticity
She, overwhelmed it with raw desires until finally
it left her to fume below the washing
She tried biting her hand
but everything turned to sex she called through
the hours to the. domesticity
but it slept alone She, smashed the bed her mirror
and the washing-up and ran into the alley
with bare feet that bleeding
left pad marks behind her
When she had no food she ate scraps slept in parks
running nameless
until she could no longer stand it
Domesticity came to her then throwing her into beds
with nightly clean sheets
using her well paying her rent
paying her back

8
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RAY SINCLAIR WOOD

Canal Morning
I held you, Claudia, where the black canal
Curled within your hair;
And morning, the unleaved forest glittered dew
In the, iced air:
Oh, sparkled too your eyes- I dropped within,
And long stayed there;
My winter fingers took your white thin arms
For a heart's flare.
The cold sun poked between the crackling trees,
Spear-sharp, bare:
The bloodstain of your lips peeled frost from me
With kissing care.
And black and white the winter world: as your
White face, black hair;
And white, my dream of you become my arms:
But black not there.

Death Song
The spear is in me. Its hooked barbs
That ripped barred ribs apart, are now gripped in my hands.
How congealed around a wound IS all the self!Hurt gathers heart like these blades my blood
Drooling. My hands jag on the barbs
Twisting to drag it through. No scream:
Lungs burst with blood, which bubbles round my lips.
Knees thump in hot sand. Head hacks my neck
Breaking back, eyeballs jumping up. The spear
Is in me. Bowels burst filth down legs.
Yet spear-point self snaps one thought back
From the gone past: one sun-blast curse
Slung blood-bubbled behind
Me bowed, head back to heels, sung
Through the. drought, the desert blare, at him
Who threw that spear-him who is my self.
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RAY SINCLAIR WOOD

Weak Ending
Easy go the triolets
round and round the town.
trocheeing all the Poets
chanting up and down,
shouting rhymes from each to each
across alliterated streets.
Bridled to their assonances,
each one vowels he better
ballads or, (more cautious), cadences,
though to their sidewalk metaphors each one's sestina's simile;
but still, they're clapped symbollically.
Doggerel sniffs up doggerels' arsis:
Poets virelay Poets
in self-sustained catharsis,
out-shitting each one's quoets,
till, emptied out, each grabs his ronde!
(fearing madrigals), for a fondle.

10
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VICKI VIIDIKAS

4 Poems on a Theme
Inside of Paradise
A Trunkful of Structures
It's Natural
Going Down. With no Permanence

INSIDE OF PARADISE
We are coming and going. At last you have arrived, your suede shoes like soft
faces brushing the floor. Advertising, you say, recognising your face stacked on a
library shelf. The thrushes have left the eaves. You are alone inside the tower,
respected, working. An elm knocks on the window. I come in wearing blood, a
cloak edged from outside. How many times must I walk this threshold? You swivel
saying, I have lost Paradise, I thought I was done.
I am bringing you rain and African deserts, animals in need of shelter. We are
arriving in a circle, we are coming through cultures and lost continents, sometimes
I don't know what to tell you. Act, I think, I never know where to begin. You
fall away a glass paperweight, a faded map of lost Peru. I am a stranger in your
drawing room, want to take you outside. I say, these are the knives, take one in
pledge. You have a history to reject as I recreate idols. Voodoo men own my
laughter, they have a claim on me like you. The shaman is out to get you, make
you jangle inside of Paradise. Chaotically we're, arriving. This time the risk is gold.
I have your feather, I never forget.
A TRUNKFUL OF STRUCTURES
Daylight hasn't ente,red this library. Beaded fluorescent lights shine like dominoes
on the, ceiling. Traffic is steadily flushing its own purpose down the street. No good,
you say, meaning I do not fit into your life. No good. The streets are full with
animals carrying sharp sticks, handbags, cruel eyes. It's the beginning of another
week and we're all moving into familiar patterns. You must keep your car repaired,
you who never risks buses.
I am stalking a zebra crossing, lunchtime crammed with shoppers and stale
sandwiches. I am in a library, my feet up on a chair. Great Lives, Great Men and
Great Words confront me. I don't even flinch. Curtains keep the sun out, readers
have fallen asleep in chairs. I am among the shelves looking for a book. I am
rummaging among the. shelves searching for a word. You're nowhere in sight.
And I'm looking for something. Not perfection or great lies. Not complicated
gestures. Something to replace your strained eye. You're out of control. And
books are leaning posts. These days it's hard to conjure up devils when there's
only an hour for lunch.
WESTERLY, No.1, APRIL, 1973
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I've never been in this library with you. Or in a pool room, or on a zebra
crossing. I've been in bed with you, kissed you and wanted to draw blood. I imagine
that is significant. That I have been in bed with you. That it was you and not a
ghost. I imagine I can recognise, claim you, have you in my sensibility. Dream of
fire and water and symbols to bind us together. But I can't.
Not you or anybody. I can acquaint myself with the edges of lives, read the
intimate journals of some. great writer. Tell others about you. Know it won't be
you or anyone I'll spend 30 years of my life with. And the books are saying,
believe, believe me. I exist. You exist. Readers adrift in dreams exist. Separately.
So long into death. Into memories of your eye, 'how it was', the quarrels we, never
meant to have. My sagging bed, 'our romance', 'our affair'. The bridges you'd built
and the water flowed under them. Each of us seeking belief thinking, I am significant. Want no more lies. Loved us away from structures, the closest thing to being
free. Made us scent each other's blood. Away from tired defences. So we believe.
It's not true. You have dragged your ghosts with you, unable to fob them off.
You've come rattling a trunkful of structures saying, here, try this one, perhaps
it will fit. Like hats or shoes. They didn't. So you feel let down. Having my own
trunk, and a sagging bed with a cat for a hot waterbottle. You've gone off wearing
the old coat saying, no good. The structures like clamps. Leaving me to mine.
Each of us squeezed breathless.
IT'S NATURAL
It's not enough, looking at you blundering like a turtle against stream. Prowling
my room like caged animals. Mud slinging. Nothing more violent than turning the
eye in like a knife. I see. Fingerfulls of affection falling away like flesh. I imagine
what her bed is like. You dropping into her like. a well, forever lost, bottomless.
Another territory.
Madness is in your eye. I want to carry you off and say yes, I've something
more than a bed of straw. Yes, you're a coward, want to blow you up with words.
Got a match? I can't replace you. I'm saying there's more. to life than love. Eh?
Yeah. Words. Structures.
The man in the communist bookshop was a capitalistic pig. Personally.
And I say I've set up my affections like tin gods to be shot down. Absolutes.
Wanting permanence. In and out of the line of vision. Fire. Essences. What
more essence is there than your seed? Tomorrow night it could be in her. It's
natural. I won't accept her. You? Tweed coat betrayer. Nonsense! I'm making a
farce of it-this possessiveness, this claim. Removed from cities to mud huts.
Honey I'm going to howl. Get your spear. It's my line.
GOING DOWN. WITH NO· PERMANENCE
I'm finding it impossible to begin, as you've ended so little. Last night my heart
was a cheap flag waving to the nearest mirror in sight. I couldn't believe anything,
seeing you drive away into others' arms. I'm no sweet virgin sock-washer either.
So it's a matter of priorities I guess, just who wants to gamble. Talk of loving
when there is no goal. Of belief when there is no road. My shoes are off and I'm
walking barefoot. Down a long avenue of arms and kisses like knots. I'm getting
tired and angry and thinking hell, I'm no sock-washer but there must be some other
venue. I say my heart's big enough, it is. Every time it's eaten and collapses like
a cough.
12
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Today I'm trying to be reasonable. You're having breakfast with her. And there's
no wedding ring, baby, fidelity, photo. No day to week token of what we have, a
visible future. Crazy thing, it's happening everywhere. You waft into my room
bringing delicious words, eyes, every other love you're still attached to, claim.
61 want all love-rites simultaneously'.
'I don't want to negate anything'.

Yes I understand. Incredible egotist! that one cracked heart is your own, gyrating
in its uncertainty. Adoration. Adulation. Your heart seeks to reflect itself. Narcissus
in the bath. How many loves do you want? Are you never full, leaky bucket?
And now you turn to your sock-washer reasoning socks are better than none.
So you're surrounded again. Pursued and claimed. A shroud of outrage going up.
Thinking of numbers and lines. It sharpens your humour. While I love this one
the other must love me too. I'll keep my heart spinning. You think you're responding, keeping all the doors open. Yes. Yes.
This is the road my bare feet touch. Going down. The avenue with few affirmatives. Going down. With no permanence. This is the alternative to restrictions.
So we assume. Without end.
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GRAHAM ROWLANDS

Home to Mother 2
Mother tended to extremes, anyway,
so no forgiveness was required
when father collected golf bag, hair-piece,
the few etcs. desired
and rolled family car down the driveway
for the last time.
A sordid tale, he read in letters,
the son who thought it heroic at 59
and egged him on.
Familiar with the latest figures,
he made. the point that divorce, though costly
was no decline, rather an advance on the intolerable.
Salvation Army tambourines must have clashed
in father's mind like the wrath of God
from childhood street-corner meetings.
Because it didn't work.
Once again he'd submit to matriarchal power
stronger than before, reinforced
now that he danced with mother every night
all lovey dove. and cooey coo.
Yes, there was need for forgiveness,
expectations were too high.

14
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DAVID BALL
Sequence of Separation
One

At twentytwo
I said compline
at bed
Now I've forgotten itexcept the bit about the roaring lionOh yes and the bit about
The wings of the angel
who will watch
over you.

Two
This is the, second time
my fingers are threaded
in jet black hair
She's younger
agile
I keep a sharp eye open
for a young lady
with a lined face.
Three
Breezes of an Indian winter
preserve
your hair.
You brushed it for breakfast.
We shared
soft sugary pale yellow toast.
Meals yes I remember them.
Four

garlic bread
burgundy
and the Rolling Stones
You will dance in your blue shirt.
Five
Come over like pictures of the bridge:
Night's day is tossed with leaves here.
You won't be wasted in a fieldI promise you silence.
Six
Today I might see water
You will hear the sea
You will go to the beach
You will listen to the brash sunshine
And I watch the rain, calmly.
WESTERLY, No.1, APRIL, 1973
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ALAN MAXWELL

Beyond Arcturus
I found it on a visionary summer night
A distant planet, beyond Arcturus
Inside. my mind.
Its atmosphere was sound, the locals
Peaceful, (our Spacers had subdued them
Years before).
On a lucid zenith with ne,ver a cloud
Atomic suns danced through
Peacock blue.
I was soon at home there
Let me tell you:
Arriving by interstellar time train
You pass the customs
Where phobias are confiscated
And proceed at once to a tiny room
Where friendly surgeons operate
And everything is fixed.
With the bald spot shrunk to nothing
The pot subtracted, you emerge
A happy animal in an endless present
Synthetic memory tapes are· used:
Now the past is an old sweet melody
Or a souvenir from a ski resort
No more a horror film
Endlessly replayed in a darkened theatre
To an audience of
One.
Outside, is paradise
White beaches, sunshine
And a warm blue sea

16
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Bores are trapped at an early stage
Exiled at' once to the Desolate Isles.
The inscriptions on the statues
Are worn away
History is absent.
The bearer of bad news
Is halted by discrete policemen
Here the forecast is always fine
The market always high.
But there is a catch
Don't stay too long
Something may happen
Things can go wrong.
If a cad escapes from the camp
And insults you on the beach
If a disaster bulletin
Seeps through the jammed airwaves
If one of the staff forgets his job
And wins a poker game
If Miss Universe refuses to play
Or there is a failure at the power house
The atomic suns go down, its dark
Phosphorus glitters on the backs of crabs
Emerging from a silent sea
The rocks take. on a resemblance to skulls
Then you may run to the station to find
Something nasty.
The time line is closed pending repairs
The station empty
Night is here
A poster flutters in an icy wind
The barrier gate is permanently locked.
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DAVID ORMEROD

The Swimmer in the Wake
Violence and Despair in Contemporary
West Indian Writing

In attempting a public pronouncement under such an orotund and ambitious title
as the above, l I am conscious immediately of two overwhelming difficulties, the
first of which is the immense geographical and psychic distance of my subject
from the everyday concerns of an Australian academic audience. The corollary of
this should be that the substance of this article is presumably of very dubious
relevance, or even of any interest stretching beyond a languid five-minute involvement. And yet, this should not necessarily be the case, for, if we choose to hunt
earnestly for historical parallels between the West Indian and the Australian predicaments, we should be able to unearth one such parallel almost immediately in
the unedifying spectacle of the West Indian Negro transported in the slaver's vessel
across the Middle Passage of the Central Atlantic, and the English felon forcibly
transplanted to the alien wilderness of convict Australia. How far this parallel
is an illuminating one, enabling us to look with increased comprehension at these
two societies and their literary output, might possibly emerge at some removes
at the conclusion of the investigation. My second difficulty is an obvious one, and
will be readily apparent to an Australian audience, for Australians are incessantly
exposed to the most far-reaching and scathing conclusions about their own personalities and their own society, inflicted almost weekly by visiting sages who, in the
space of a few days upon Australian soil, feel themselves sufficiently well equipped
to encapsule the entire Australian experience and provide a definitive interpretation
of it for foreign audiences. As Kingsley Amis has pithily put the issue (upbraiding,
in context, no less a self-appointed authority on the human condition than Jesus
Christ of Nazareth), 'On local life we trust f The resident witness,f Not the royal
tourist'. And so, to confront the expectant typewriter and the reference-strewn
desk is a somewhat daunting task. One is caught inexorably between the feeling,
on the one hand, that as a transient in Caribbean society one has noticed little and
misunderstood much, and, on the other, that there is often a purloined-letter
principle at work in such experiences, revealing to one's puzzled gaze things that are
too obvious, too much in the foreground, for the local observer to perceive. Professor Denis Enright, writing in Encounter after his somewhat precipitate exit
from the Chair of English in Singapore, has given some highly germane advice to
the would-be trend-hound and the aspiring pundit.
1 This paper was originally delivered, in a somewhat expanded form, to the University of
Western Australia Literary Club in 1971, and my thanks are due to Mr. Murray Jupp for his
invitation to address this audience.
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Take care not to profess to like / admire / care for the place, because new
nations are nationalistic and such sentiments show that you are not, because
if you were, you would only like / admire / care for your own country. At the
same time do not declare that you do not like / admire. / care for the place,
since this would show you a foreign dog or bird of passage viewing the local
landscape from 'the superman heights of European civilisation'. You must
comport yourself in a sphere beyond liking and disliking. Teach us to care
and not to care. Teach us to sit still.2
Perhaps all comment is an impertinence: but comment one nevertheless does. To
comment is to be meddlesome; not to comment is to be apathetic. Never mind.
With the exception of Glasgow and most of the island of Manhattan, Kingston,
Ja., is the ugliest city I have ever seen. Rebuilt with cement blocks on a reeling
grid-iron pattern after the earthquake of 1907, it slumps in sullen resentment on
the rim of the Pedro Plains, a shrieking amalgam of rusted, rattling cars, scarred
and pothole.d streets, derelict businesses which have crawled there to die, imperious
beggars who specify the precise amount of the toll they exact, snowdrifts of mottled
dust, and haphazard applications of corrugated iron-the whole striated with dry
gullies containing a nightmare world of deprivation, orchestrated to the slow,
slamming beat of the. rock-steady music which pounds stubbornly from every dank
rum-bar. As the Merrymen, a singing group from Barbados, chant appropriately,
'something's gone wrong, my baby, something's gone wrong'.
Did anything, in fact, ever go right? The Spaniards, who discovered the island,
found it peopled by the. Arawak Indians, a gentle, easy-going people whose sole
bequest to later generations is reputed to be the words hammock and barbecue.
The Spaniards promptly exterminated the Arawaks with enormous zeal and
efficiency, and the subsequent establishment of a plantation economy resulted in
the importation of Negro slaves from West Africa. Genocide was succeeded by
servitude, and a basic syndrome of mindless brutality was thus firmly established.
Under the British plantation owners, marriage was forbidden to slaves, and transient
concubinage became the normally accepted context in which reproduction occured.
The slave-owner had prohibited marriage in order to prevent the evolution of a
stable family unit which might, in its turn, provide the kernel for a cohesive slave
society with the potential to challenge white. hegemony. The tragic results of this
policy can be seen today in the birth columns of the Star, a sensational evening
newspaper, which interrupts its accounts of the island's appalling murder-rate
(FLOATING CORPSE RAPED ... BEARDED BURGLAR BEHEADS BABY)
in order to publish fulsome photographs of the latest bonny babies born to insouciante unwed mothers-babies who will duly be nurtured in the fleeting and transitory atmosphere of a succession of subsequent liaisons, feminised by their involvement with a family group which revolves around mother and grandmother, and
ultimately unleashed upon society at the age of fifteen or so to prove their virility
as absentee fathers and exponents of gun and machete. The illegitimate birthrate
in Jamaica is thought to run at about 72% of the total live birthrate.3 To bewail this
state of affairs is not to parade an effete conventional morality, but to point out,
rather, one of the most serious factors contributing to the flux and aimlessness
which are major characteristics of West Indian society. This society has seldom,
to my mind, been better described than by the distinguished Trinidadian novelist
V. S. Naipaul:
The Caribbean ... summoned up every dark human instinct without the. complementary impulses towards the nobility and beauty of other lands, a MediterEncounter, June 1970, p. 3.
See Edith Clarke, My Mother Who Fathered Me, (London, Allen and Unwin), 1966,
Appendix 20 (Table 14), p. 216.
2
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ranean where civilisation turned satanic, perverting those it attracted. And if
one considers this sea ... as a wasteful consumer of men through more than
three centuries-the aboriginal population wiped out; the. insatiable plantations: 300,000 slaves taken to Surinam, which today has a population of
90,000; the interminable wars: 40,000 British soldiers dead between 1794 and
1796 alone, and another 40,000 discharged as unfit-it would seem that simply
to have survived in the West Indies is to have triumphed.4
And there is another facet to the problem, too: the predicament, not only of the.
Negro majority of the population, but also of those Indian indentured labourers
who were imported after the abolition of slavery, and who, abandoned and
deserted after the collapse of the sugar market, were left in destitution, the return
clauses of their contracts evaded or ignored. Naipaul, in the same work (pp. 189190) describes meeting an aged Indian man in Surinam, who 'was going to die
soon, on that moated plot in Coronie, and he spoke of death as of a chore. In
the meantime he spent his days sitting in the sun, sometimes lying down in what
looked like a fowlcoop; it was only at night that he went indoors'. Naipaul's
verdict on this old man encapsules the full psychic implications of the West
Indian experience:
A derelict man in a derelict land; a man discovering himself, with surprise
and resignation, lost in a landscape which had never ceased to be unreal
because the. scene of an enforced and always temporary residence; the slaves
kidnapped from one continent and abandoned on the unprofitable plantations
of another, from which there could never more be escape. I was glad to leave
Coronie., for ... it held the full desolation that came to those who made the
middle passage.
Please note the motif-words, which sound, in cunningly muted lethargy, throughout the above. passage. 'Derelict land ... abandoned ... desolation ... no escape'.
These words form the substance of my present analysis of West Indian society
and West Indian writing. Today, I would contend, the West Indies presents us
with a picture of a society struggling ineffectually to free itself from the legacy
of slavery and the acts of indenture, like a swimmer attempting in terror to
escape from the swamping waves of the wake of a steamer which has passed over
the horizon. Today's Caribbean is essentially the creation of a slave-owning culture;
it is slavery which has produced what seem to me the five overwhelming attributes
of the Caribbean today, and these attributes I take to be attempts, always fruitless,
to escape from the implications of the genesis of this society. It seems to me
feasible to classify West Indian writing in terms of a frantic search for escape
from an overwhelming reality, and I would define these escape routes as follows:
(a) Colour stratification, and the desire for whiteness.
(b) Religious cultism, and the desire. to escape psychically, to attain a release
through metaphysics.
(c) Flight and expatriation, an escape upon the literal plane.
(d) Charismatic politics, and, finally,
(e) Violence as a synthesis and a catharsis.
When I first interested myself in Caribbean writing, I came to assume that
these elements constituted subjects or areas for literary analysis on the part of these
authors. Now, much later, I would regard these writers rather as themselves
unconsciously exemplifying social traits which they appear, ostensibly, to be
objectively debating. Trapped, they are living their art in a fashion somewhat
different from the practice of most writers of fiction. Within the confines of this
paper I do not have time to consider all five of the above-mentioned issues, although
4

The Middle Passage, (London, Deutsch), 1962, p. 204.
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I hope. to do so elsewhere at a later date. In the meantime, I shall concentrate on
cultism and violence.
The conditions under which the progenitors of the present West Indian inhabitants first reached the Caribbean have been succinctly described by Eric Williams,
now Prime Minister of Trinidad and outflanked by revolutionaries yet more impassioned than himself:
The space allotted to each slave on the Atlantic crossing measured five and a
half feet in length by sixteen inches in breadth. Packed like 4rows of books on
shelves', as Clarkson said, chained two by two, right leg and left leg, right
hand and left hand, each slave had less room than a man in a coffin. 5
Thus, the literal truth. But an early Caribbean poetaster, in an ode entitled 'The
Sable Venus' and printed in the late eighteenth century, has a rather different
version of the same incident; already the Caribbean experience is crystallizing into
fantasy and inert cliche:
When thou, this large domain to view,
Jamaica's isle, thy conquest new,
First left thy native shore,
Bright was the moon, and soft the breeze,
With wanton joy the curling seas
The beauteous burthen bore.
Of iv'ry was the car, inlaid
With ev'ry shell of lively shade;
The throne was burnish'd gold;
The footstool gay with coral beam'd,
The wheels with brightest amber gleam'd,
And glist'ring round they rolled.6
Slavery subtends emotionally all the other affronts presented to the New World
Negro; for the purposes of our current study, the chronological and psychological
primacy of slavery is unassailable. And here, right at the start, we notice an
extraordinary lacuna in West Indian history, a lacuna which is reflected in the
vacuum of contemporary West Indian society. It is ridiculously difficult to answer
such simple questions as, 'What was it like to be a slave? What is the emotional
impact of realising that one's forebears were slaves?' For conventional West
Indian history, as written until quite recently, was a matter of narrating in detail
which European power captured which island from which rival European power,
and to which third power did it lose its booty in the following year. The emotional
reality of slavery evaporates in the statistics of tonnages and shipments, ships and
forts and factories, codes and regimens. As Eric Williams says, 4the most dynamic
and powerful force in the colonies was the slave himself. This aspect of the West
Indian problem has been studiously ignored, as if the slaves, when they became
instruments of production, passed for men only in the catalogue.'7 When the
contemporary West Indian wishes to contemplate his own history over the last
three hundred years, he is confronted with a virtual void.
In 1441 two Portuguese sea captains had presented Henry the Navigator with
twelve African slaves from the Rio d'Oro-the first Negroes taken by European
slavers. The Portuguese slave trade was originally a last crusade, a gandiose scheme
Capitalism and Slavery, (New York, Russell), 1961, p. 35.
See Bryan Edwardes, The History, Civil and Commercial of the British Colonies in the
West Indies, (London, J. Stockdale), 1793.
7 Ope cit., pp. 201-202.
5

6
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to ·establish Christian dominion south of the Sahara, link up with Ethiopia, and
take the Muslims of North Africa in the rear. The religious aspect of the origins
of the slave trade should be borne constantly in mind. Between 1492, when
Columbus first sighted the New World, and 1531, when the Portuguese colonisation of Brazil was accomplished, the foundations of New World society were
irrevocably laid. The native population was exterminated or its ability to oppose
the new order was destroyed, mineral production and tobacco farming both proved
ultimately profitless, and large scale sugar plantations, worked by Negro slave
labour, became, the universal pattern. The first Negro slaves in the New World
landed in Haiti in 1510 and in Cuba in 1521. A Bull of Pope Nicholas V authorised
the Portuguese 'to attack, subject, and reduce to perpetual slavery the Saracens,
Pagans, and other enemies of Christ southward from Capes Bojader and Non,
including all the coast of Guinea.'s Las Casas, the first bishop of Mexico, advocated
the enslavement of Africans on the paradoxical humanitarian grounds of his own
horror at the subjugation of the Amerindian peoples and the. cruelty to which they
were exposed. The slave contract was originally a Portuguese monopoly, but
intrusions by Spain, Britain, and the northern European countries eventually threw
the. market open to all. The position was aggravated by the inability of the slave
population to increase by natural reproduction, so that, by the middle of the
eighteenth century, the average yearly slave traffic has been estimated at 100,000.
One authority has computed the total slave traffic between 1510 and abolition to
have been in the region of forty millions, exclusive of mortalities. Bearing in mind
that only the young and virile were enslaved, one can understand why one writer
has described the trade as 'the depopulation of Africa'.9 As most slaves were
obtained not by capture but by barter with African chieftains and dealers, African
society itself over large areas collapsed into a chaos of internecine slave raids.
By 1770, half the total trade was in the hands of the British, and an anonymous
writer of that year described the trade as 'the most naturally beneficial of any
we carryon . . . the daily bread of the. most considerable part of our British
manufacturers (is) owing primarily to the Labour of Negroes'.10
In the late eighteenth century, the Royal Africa Company carried about 5,000
slaves a year, with between 120 and 700 slaves in each ship. Purchase price in
Africa was about three pounds: selling price in the West Indies about sixteen.
The high mortality of slaves making the middle passage was notorious. The. hold
of the. slave ship was divided into three tiers, three feet apart; in this manner, tiny
ships of 150 tons could accommodate up to 600 slaves, with a death rate of about
17%. Roy Augier, in a text book on slave society intended for Jamaican schools,!!
cites the measurements of a ship called the Brookes, whose hold was 5' 8" deep
with four lines of slaves on the hold floor. Shelves, 6' in width, ran around the
sides to take another layer of slaves, with a distance of 2' 7" between floor and
shelf. If each slave was hence allotted a space of 6' xl' 4", this ship could carry
451 slaves. In fact, its usual cargo was 600, and on a difficult voyage smallpox and
dysentery could raise the mortality rate to 60%. During the eighteenth century
sugar boom, a slave on arrival could fetch sixty pounds; Edwardes, giving an eyewitness account of a slave auction, concedes that there is something 'shocking
to a humane and cultivated mind in the idea of beholding a numerous body of
our unfortunate fellow creatures, in captivity and exile, exposed naked to publick
view, and sold like a herd of cattle.',12 but considers slavery to be an inevitable
human institution.
8
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Cited by Kenneth Little, Race and Society, (Paris, UNESCO), 1952, p. 14.
R. Coupland, The British Anti-Slavery Movement, (London, OUP), 1933, p. 21.
See The Cambridge History of the British Empire, I, xv, pp. 437-459.
The Making of the West Indies, (London, Longmans), 1961.
Ope cit., II, p. 151.
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The Consolidated Slave Act of Jamaica, passed on March 2nd, 1792, represents
a slave-holding society on its best behaviour-an attempt to demonstrate to the
abolitionist cause the humane way in which slaves are treated. Edwardes considers
the Act the most humane possible if the institution is to be preserved. 13 An owner
can be fined ten pounds for inflicting excessive punishment (more than 39 lashes)
upon a slave; permanent mutilation is punishable by a fine of one hundred pounds;
slaves are restrained, under punishment of death, from striking a white man,
practising obeah, stealing a cow, or attempting to flee the island. The possession
of more than five pounds of fresh meat is punishable by not more than 39 lashes;
slave assemblies of more· than twelve are forbidden; a slave's word is not acceptable
against a white man's in a court of law. How can a slave retaliate against such a
code? In one way only, a way pointed out, elliptically or unconsciously, by
Edwardes. ~So degrading is the nature of slavery, that fortitude of mind is lost
as free agency is restrained. To the same cause probably must be imputed their
propensity to conceal or violate the truth ...'14 The only retaliation is for the slave
to scamp his work, to go slow, to exact the maximum benefit for the minimum
effort. It is a situation which operates still today, where any form of manual
labour, but especially agriculture, is despised and evaded. Not to work, but to
live in languid idleness, is the way of life of the superior man: to work is to be a
slave still.
How could the. Christian slave-owner support himself morally in such an ambiance? The solution was to deny the slave even the status of a human being. Edward
Long, the Jamaican historian, writing in 1774, says of the Negro slaves,
We cannot pronounce them unsusceptible of civilisation since even apes
have been taught to drink, eat, repose, and dress like men. But of all the
human species hitherto discovered, their natural baseness of mind seems to
afford the least hope of their being (except by miraculous interposition of
Divine Providence) so refined as to think as well as act like men. I do not
think that an Orang Outang husband would be any dishonour to an Hottentot
female.. I5

J. W. Gregory lists (with considerable approval) a number of works of late
eighteenth and early nineteenth century production which undertake to prove
that the Negro is not, in fact, a member of the human race (e.g., Carroll's The
Negro as Beast).16
The sexual mores of slave-holding societies are too well-known to need detailed
description. Gilberto Freyre notes that slavery 'between white men and coloured
women . . . set up the relationship of conquerors and conquered,' and Negro
women were the helpless sexual objects of white men. 17 The results of this were
the myth of the sexually insatiable coloured woman-the desire of the colonist
being conveniently transferred to the woman by a familiar exculpatory deviceand the scars left upon the psyche of the Negro male at the realisation of his
own sexual helplessness in the face of white violence or white blandishments. The
few white women in plantocrat society were jealously guarded by fathers and
husbands to the point of virtual incarceration, while the house overflowed with the
owner's coloured offspring by numerous concubines, result of the planter's ample
leisure and his sexual hegemony over his slaves. 'The planter ... was proud idleness
personified ... The attraction of having nothing to do, and of living in plenty
explains the singular prestige attached to the condition of planter. Everyone wished
13
14
15
18
17
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to be he ... The mania for possessing land to which slaves were attached was like
an hallucination.'18
Plantocrat societies love ostentation and despise work of all sorts; these characteristics are as prominent today as they were two hundred years ago.
Such, then, is West Indian history. If, in the conclusion of this section, we were
to set ourselves the task of encapsuling the characteristics of a slave-holding society,
we might note first of all the widespread existence of physical cruelty. Edwardes,
the cultivated apologist for slavery, admits this, and feels that the basic cause is
that the slave's evidence is not admissible in a court of law. It is, he feels, 'an evil
to which ... I fear no direct and efficacious remedy can be applied' .19 The white
child, growing up in such a society, had at his disposal Negro playmates who, in
his expansive moments, played the roles of friends and confidants, but in his
aggressive moods reverted to their realistic functions of receptacles for his violence
and sadism. Sadism, because there was no counterbalance to it in the child's psyche,
became an integral part of the adult's world; the black male received it as the black
female received the white man's sexual whims, ever furthered by the amoral
society he created in the slave house. Hence the protective myth of the corrupted
innocence of the slave-owner-Edwardes lamenting the ineducability of his slaves
in Christian monogamy, the Berbice planters objecting to the enfranchisement of
the coloured middle class (the most sophisticated and educated section of society)
on the grounds of their barbarity, and because their existence is an incitement to
depravity. Since slaves are an economic commodity, work must be exacted from
them at the earliest possible age, so that adolescence is an unknown phenomenon;
the transition from child to adult is sudden and abrupt. Since the initial justification
of slavery was theological, slave societies are essentially theocratic: religion is the
master's alibi and the slave's pabulum. Since women, both white and black, have
low status, they become familiar objects of violence in a violence-orientated world.
The English slave trade was abolished in March 1807; slavery itself was abolished on 1st August 1834, and the transitional period of apprenticeship which replaced
it was prematurely terminated in 1838. A whole society was flung into a turmoil
of great psychic violence, and the convulsions which this change engendered are
still scarcely abated today. Individuals are psychically in a state of dependence,
seeking a central authority which is no longer present; parental and sexual patterns
: are anarchic and heavily infused with sadism; work is despised and detested; morality is external, not personally felt; whiteness is power, blackness is impotence;
middle-class behaviour patterns are admired but felt to be hopelessly distant and
unattainable. Once, many years ago, a white man or a light coloured man walked
between rows of toiling slaves, a lash beneath his arm. Those under the lash alternately rebelled against its arrogance and abased themselves before its omnipotence.
'Between the opposing myticisms, that of Order and that of Liberty, that of
Authority and that of Democracy, our political life after we had precociously
emerged from the regime of master and slave has ever sought a balance. The truth
is that the balance continues to lie between certain traditional and profound
realities: sadists and masochists; masters and slaves; those with a doctor's degree,
and the illiterates . . .'19a
This lengthy and .detailed description of the slave trade and the plantation
system may seem to have taken us very far from our initial theme of violence and
despair in contemporary West Indian society and writing. I can only plead that this
is not so. Slavery no longer exists in name; it is the conviction of many West
Indians, whether educated or illiterate, that the name of the game is still slavery.
18 Rawle Farley, in Caribbean Quarterly, IV, ii, December 1955.
19 Ope cit.,
19a Freyre,
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Writing in the Black Power news-sheet Abeng, and adopting the apocalyptic diction
of the Ras Tafarian sect, a columnist reported on April 26th, 1969, in these words:
Fearful Jamaican wake up! No more art thou forsaken . .. What the white
man is doing severs us, keeps us apart, holds us under bondage longer, being
servants under exile.
We the black people of Jamaica are the vanguard of this vast amount of black
people taken as slaves from Africa, and the most militant ... We f!-re the fir~t
to realize inde pendence with our blood. Earlier upon the plantatIons and In
the cane fields and in the grinding of sugar canes, it was our flesh and blood
that greased and kept those mills running ...
The Humpty-Dumpties are perplexed for the ship of state. has a leak, with
a cargo of unemployed men, women and their children. This ship, 'Jamai~a
Hardship,' is sinking fast . . . This is the ship of state piloted by Captain
Clarke and on his voyage around Poverty Island he gives a little more bread
and butter. This voyage lasted ten years. Then came Captain Washington with
new ideas of avoiding poverty and the storms upon that Island. Dropping
anchor at Referendum Bay he said the storms are· too violent. I cannot risk
the ship ahead. Full stop . . .
And this caused a living cargo of human beings to be dumped overboard ...
This is the way we travelled from Africa in ships' holds, packed like sardines,
squeezing each other until now, like a barrel filled with crabs, we struggle
against each other to find our way back to Africa ...
Jamaica gone to rags. This sermon was preached on King St. downtown
Kingston by Rev. Manley of the 'Two Party System' Church and State ...
His pulpit was a 1.0.S. bus, topic, 'Jamaica in Slavery'. The Leader say, 'go
home and wait for the Resurrection. I am retiring so I w'ill see you on
Judgement Morning . ..
This, one might say, is the way in which a semi-literate West Indian sees his predicament, and we shall have more to say later about the Rastafarian interpretation of
Negro history. We might perhaps turn from the above view to one which, although
expressed in a gentler and more urbane fashion, nevertheless sees slavery as the
overpowering reality in the Caribbean scene. With slavery is essentially linked
sugar and the canefields, and Samuel Selvon, in his most successful novel,2o presents
the brutal domination of cane over Negro and Indian as the basic image and
structural device throughout the work. It is the cane which brings Tiger and his
father Babolal to a new village as supervisors, it is cane which sums up what
Selvon has elsewhere called 'the nothingness of things' in the life of the daylabourer, and it is the firing of the cane-fields at the end of the novel which
represents an attempt to repudiate the mindless labour of the slave. setting.
He looked down into the valley from the hill, as if he expected a message
to be written there telling him what to do. The few scattered huts of the
village were tiny when he could discover them, for they were built of clay
and thatched with palm leaves and blended into the scenery as if they
were deliberately camouflaged ...
The floor of the valley was green with sugar cane. Cane danced and swayed
in the wind until the eye collided with a mountain in the distance. He had
never seen cane like that, from the top. In Chaguamas, it was planted in the
plains, and when the. wind blew there was a graceful movement involving
the whole field, as if the wind was in love and pressed close to the shape of
the earth.
Standing on the hill gave him a feeling of power. He hated the. cane. Cane
20
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had been the destiny of his father, and his father's father. Cane had brought
them all from the banks of the Ganges as indentured labourers to toil in
the burning sun. And even when those days were over, most of them stayed
shackled to the estates . . .
He remember his early days in Chaguamas. In those days he never thought
about what he did. He tried now to follow the pattern which had led him to
the hill ... All his life had led to this indecision on the hill, looking down
into a dark valley. (pp. 5-6)
The. deity who presides over the scorched canefields is the white man, the slaveowner, the importer of Indian indentured labour, and to think of the cane is to
think of the role of the white man. The tales the old labourers tell in the evenings
revert incessantly to the white man:
... working for the white bosses, day after day. The white man was making all
the money, and they had all the work to do. Tale after tale, but only variations on a theme. The white overseer screwed the young Indians girls in the
cane, and nobody could do anything about it. They were short-paid last week,
but no one said anything. Everybody grumbled, but they still worked, because
-not to work was to starve. That was the. tune ringing in his ears as he grew
up, and he grew to link the rebelliousness with cane, and he had been happy
to leave Chaguamas and go to live in Barataria, vowing never to return to
such labour. (p. 60)
The most intense illustration I can think of, however, for the excoriating effect
which slavery has had upon the New World psyche is to be found in the work
of the Barbadian poet Edward Brathwaite. Oxford University Press has recently
published the third and final volume of Brathwaites epic treatment of the physical
and emotional history of the West Indian Negro. The first volume opens with a
highly impressionistic account of a slaving raid on the African mainland, in
which the violence of the slavers' assault is orchestrated against the collapse of
African society and its values and the despairing, fruitless attempts to recreate
something of value after the experience.
Helpless like this
leaderless like this,
heroless,
we met you : lover,
warrior, hater,
coming through the. files
of the forest
soft foot
to soft soil
of silence:
we met in the soiled
tunnel of leaves.
Click lock
your firelock forearm firearm flashed
fire and our firm
fleshed, flame
warm, fly
bitten warriors
fell.
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How long
how long
o Lord
o devil
o fire
o flame
have we walked
have we journeyed
to this place
to this meeting
this shock
and shame
in the soiled
silence.
How long have we
travelled down
valleys down
slopes, silica
glinted, stones
dryas water,
to this flash
of flame in the forest.
o who now will help
us, helpless, horseless, leaderless, no
hope, no
Hawkins, no
Cortez to come.
Prempeh imprisoned,
Tawiah dead,
Asantewa bridled
and hung.
0' who now can help
us: Geronimo, Tackie,
Montezuma to come.
And the fire, our
fire, fashioning locks,
rocks darker than iron;
fire betrayed us once
in our village; now
in the forest, fire, falls
us like birds, hot pods
in our belly. Fire
falls walls, fashions
these firelocks darker than iron,
and we filed down the path
linked in a new
clinked silence of iron.21
Here, then, is the predicament. As I have said earlier, it seems to me that Caribbean
society has adumbrated five solutions to this situation, five ways of grappling
with the physical and psychic demands which the situation makes upon individual
21 'New World A-Comin', from Rights of Passage, (London, aUP), 1967, pp. 8-10. Brathwaite is a gifted reader of his own verse, and has recorded Rights of Passage on Argo DA 101,
102.
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and society. I would call these solutions fantasies, because it seems to me that
they are primarily concerned, not with rebuilding the damaged ego, but with sublimating the individual's drives in such a way that he attempts to defuse the
situation. These fantasies-colour stratification, religious cultism, flight and expatriation, charismatic politics, and cathartic violence-are omnipresent in Caribbean
life; they determine the individual's major attitudes on all important issues,
including the experience of literature both as creator and reader. It might be
informative to scrutinise the literary interplay of two of these elements-cultism
and violence.
Spirit possession cults are widespread throughout the New World, but are concentrated in those areas with a predominantly Negro culture. Broadly speaking,
such a cult is signalised by meetings of an intensely emotional nature, under the
supervision of an individual who, by force of personality, seems to the flock to
provide an unusually efficacious link between the human and spirit worlds. Religious
forms appear to be a synthesis of African and Christian liturgies; they are implicitly
polytheistic in nature, and drive towards a state of being in which the devotee,
often in a state of trance-like euphoria, becomes possessed or 'ridden' by a specific
deity within the cult's pantheon. The experience of such a possession is usually
of extreme violence and intensity, and provides an overwhelming feeling of intense
psychic and emotional release. In Haiti the practice is known as vodun, in Trinidad
as shango, in Brazil as candomble, in Cuba as santeria, and in Jamaica as Pocomania. In Jamaica, conventional church-going has traditionally been an index of
respectability: it requires smart clothes, and sufficient money and confidence to
enable the devotee to participate in the social forms expected of such an activity.
In addition, the pastor is often a white man, which provides an uneasy sense of
alienation for a poor black worshipper, whilst conventional Anglicanism or Catholicism is often felt to lack the drama and the sense of participation which is necessary
to give release. In recent years in Jamaica, the cults have suffered considerably
from the inroads of the more aggressive varieties of American evangelism and
from the rise of the cult of Ras Tafari, and they are likely to diminish in importance
still further, but until comparatively recently were a principal form of emotional
catharsis for a people who otherwise had little opportunity for transcendental
experience. 'The poorer the people, the more intense the religion appears to be,'22
and as, presumably, the opportunities for physical escape decrease, so does there
augment a desire to escape via an activity of a more metaphysical nature. Pocomania provides an emotional outlet for feelings pent up by poverty, self-hatred
and colour neurosis; it provides a powerful mode of wish-fulfilment, it is a recreation substitute, an outlet for repressed creativity, and, because of its complex
hierarchies, provides the devotee with a sense of cumulative advancement which
is impossible in the economic or social sphere. As the Jamaican family is habitually
fatherless, the pastor or shepherd can take on the guiding function of the absentee
father, and the cult mother provides the immediate contact with him. In a cult,
therefore, one who was scorned and of no importance in conventional social intercourse may become a figure of dignity and drama to others; the insignificant
become, for a blessed hour, the mighty, the, conversers with spirits.
A Pocomania meeting usually starts with a chorus, followed by a lengthy period
of drumming and handclapping which attains a hypnotic rhythm and intensity.
The cult mother will then perform a dance within the ring made by the devotees,
and will eventually be possessed by a god or spirit entity, the moment of possession
being signalised by the onset of frenzy, with shouts, grunts, ejaculations, and movements of great violence. Some members of the congregation may themselves
become possessed, and will leap into the central ring and dance and gyrate therein.
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The state of full possession is marked by powerful hallucinations ('visions'), and
by the pentecostal phenomenon of prophesying in tongues. After the meeting's
climax, the intensity diminishes, and the function is concluded by massed prayers.
The supernatural has impinged upon the natural world-a process of catharsis
has been enacted. Madeline Kerr attempts to place this phenomenon in a social
context by remarking that 'this belief in supernatural intervention fits in well
with the extra-punitive attitude which is so common; you are not ill because you
have a disease but because there is an evil in you; you are not out at cricket because
someone is more skilled' ,23 and you are not converted as a result of personal choice
but because God has sought you out. 'Emotionally this emphasises the tendency
to wait for someone to do something for you rather than to try yourself.' There
is evidently a very positive aspect to spirit possession cults as an ingredient in
maintaining some sort of psychological equilibrium in an immensely underprivileged society. One observer remarks, 'More than any other group ... the Shouters
function in terms of some of the most deeply felt traditional values in Negro
societies. For they grant to each member a degree of actual and psychological
participation that makes the individual worshipper feel that he or she is a useful,
a necessary part of the world about him ... Contrasting with the simplicity, and
often poverty of the physical setting of this worship, is the richness in concept
of identification of the worshipper with "the Spirit," with "Glory," with the "Holy
Ghost." The "Spirit" actually touches the worshipper with an unseen hand, and
a shiver electrifies his body, causing him first to stiffen, then to begin to shake.'24
It would seem at first sight that spirit possession cults have much to offer a viable
culture in such circumstances. The melding together of African deities with
Christian saints and angels (St. John/Shango, St. Michael/Ogun, S1. Anthony /
Aba Koso) should provide a syncretism enabling the ex-slave to hold together in
suspension, and to reconcile, the counterclaims of two cultures. If we turn, however, to the impact which spirit possession has had upon West Indian artists, we
find a disturbing situation. In Sylvia Wynter's novel The Hills of Hebron 25 we
find the most sustained effort so far to create a meaningful imaginative context
for such behaviour and belief; yet the effort is a failure. Skirting the hazards which
might lie in depicting cultism as merely quaint, as an entertaining piece of local
colour for the amusement of a metropolitan audience (voodo for the tourists),
the writer founders on the difficulty of peering into the centre of cultism and
finding in it a paraphraseable content or articular metaphor which can illuminate
emotional issues at all germane to a wider class of readers. The action becomes
haphazard and arbitrary, the characters grotesque messiah figures groping ineffectually after the absolute. The impasse is rendered even more clearly in two novels
which attempt the subject of cultism from opposing attitudes. George Lamming's
Of Age and Innocence 26 attempts to describe a composite West Indian islandSan Cristobal-as it is about to be convulsed by a politico-religious revolution
headed by a character called, appropriately, Shepherd. The novel opens with a
dramatic scene aboard an aircraft approaching the island. Shepherd, a passenger
on the 'plane, undergoes a pardxysm which might be variously described as an
epileptic fit, a transcendental experience of the numinous, or an instant of possession. Drawing two (repeat two) revolvers, he threatens passengers and crew and
assaults a white woman passenger. Brandishing the revolvers, he catches sight
through the 'plane windows of San Cristobal, his island, to which he is returning
as a self-appointed saviour.
Ibid., p. 115.
Melville Herskovits, Trinidad Village, (New York, Knopf), 1947, p. 192. See chapter
VIII passim.
25 (London, Cape), 1962.
26 (London, Michael Joseph), 1958.
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Shepherd's shirt had stuck like leather to his skin, and he could feel the
sweat make rain down his face. His head shone black like glass in the night.
His eye had caught a shadow of land, and they saw him smile. The pistols
leaned downwards as he widened his smile; and suddenly he spread his hands
out again as though he wanted to fly. He held one pistol aimed at the window
where he had seen land, and they saw his lips move slowly, heavily, with
sound.
'San Cristobal, San Cristobal,' he intoned. 'You let rumour argue against reason
in a voyage to San Cristobal which every race has reached and where the
sea is silver and the mountains climb to the moon. You do not know San
Cristobal, coming up by accident one morning from water, the tiny skull of
a mountain top which was once asleep under the sea. Here Africa and India
shake hands with China, and Europe wrinkles like a brow begging every race
to promise love. The past is all suspicion, now is an argument that will not
end, and tomorrow for San Cristobal, tomorrow is like the air in your
hand. I know San Cristobal. It is mine, me, divided in a harmony that still
pursues all its separate parts. No new country, but an old old land inhabiting
ne,w forms of men who can never resurrect their roots and do not know
their nature. Colour is their old and only alphabet. The whites are turning
whiter, and the blacks are like an instinct which some voice, my voice, shall
exercise. San Cristobal so old and yet so new, no place, this land, but a
promise. My promise, and perhaps yours too ...'
... The pistols had fallen to the floor, and it looked as though a fit had seized
his body, bending it forward ... it was difficult for the passengers to follow
the progress of his limbs. (pp. 58-59)
Here, at one level, is a depiction of a cultist pastor being ridden by his personal
spirit in the act of possession. The trouble, though, is that the speaking with
tongues appears to the author to provide him with a model of genuine and meaningful communication. The language of this passage-and, indeed, of most of
Lamming's work-is a soupmix of wilted poeticisms and arbitrarily-chosen
abstractions. Language is heightened to tongues, and verifiable meaning is forgotten; literature is viewed as a transcendental experience, to be sustained at a
high level of metaphysical diction where no objective criteria for judging the
import of linguistic communication are involved. This view of literature permeates
and vitiates much of West Indian writing: grandiose, magniloquent, searching
incessantly for some ultimate absolute of experience, it denies the very nature
of basic verbal communication. Throughout the society, magniloquence is revered,
and the language of politician or teacher or writer exists to be adulated for its
magnificence, not scrutinised for its meaning. The index is provided by the
emotions of the cult ring, not the mundane drudge of dictionary and syllogism.
Literature becomes, in this way, a short cut to the Beyond, not a comment upon
or involvement with the here-and-now. When, later in Lamming's novel, Shepherd
confronts the woman he has assaulted (pp. 196-207) and endeavours to explain
his past and his project for the island, it is a depressing discovery for the reader
to ascertain that, beneath the orotund metaphysics of what should be the central
passage of the novel, Shepherd is simply stating that his vie\v of his own
personality differs somewhat (in ways never defined) from the views \vhich others
have of it. He speaks in the language of vision and possession; the diction, clouded,
nebulous, imponderable, is found to cloak the veriest platitude.
Lamming's work-and it is much admired in the West Indies-is hollow at the
centre, with no guts, no content. The essential oneness \vhich, as critics, we postulate
between subject matter and mode of expression has never been recognised here.
Language is the badge of intense feeling; the intensity is the thing, and literature
becomes release mechanism. In this world, the "vriter is like a cult devotee, possessed
by his attendant spirit. Utterance is vatic. Take, for instance, this passage from
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Orlando Patterson's An Absence of Ruins.27 In what is evidently a crucial episode,
which allegedly may supply the cornerstone of the protagonist's experience, the
creeping neurosis engendered by colour alienation and the, colonial value system
of Jamaican society are encapsuled in a passage which endeavours to depict an
instant of intense metaphysical anguish.
As I left the market place something terrible happened to me. I went to bathe
for the first time at a deserted beach called Green Bay ... I suddenly came
face to face with the wide, quiet grandeur of the ocean. The confrontation was
at first wonderful, overwhelming . . . It was mine, this great, silent thing.
I was the first to see it, the first to smell it, the first to fully experience it . . .
I was the first to whom it had such meaning, such sanctity . . .
I stopped somewhere on the middle of the shore. I was alone. More and
more this simple fact grew on me ... And the more my sense of loneliness
grew, the more I began to feel a delicious sense of fear growing in me ...
I gave in to this fear, some sixth sense warning me of the danger ... In my
submission I not only saw but felt, felt deep--deep, in my head, in my
heart, in my testicles, in my bones, the essence of everything about me, of
everything. The sweeping, overwhelming, yet compressed grandeur of everything. All was a stark, arc-like sweep . . . A terror which was life itself and
which confronted me fully . . . Then slowly, but with agonising certainty,
that it was being trapped ...
the thing which faced it began to realise
And it was lost there in the centre of it
The thing's fears grew worse as it
turned round and round, stupidly trying to separate the end from the beginning till it finally realised with great terror that there was neither end nor
beginning. Then it was that it knew it had to escape somehow ... Then came
the final agony ... Consciousness came like a flash of lightning in the darkness
of hell ... (from pp. 96-101)
This seizure on the shore is sandwiched between two obviously and carefully
planned devices. In the market place, prior to his trip to the beach, the protagonist
has been taunting a Rastafarian until stopped by the intrusion of a second Rasta
who remarks, ' ... the Word, which is the Truth, say unto I: In this world, in
this life, every man is a Jew searching for his Sion; every man is a black man
lost in the white, world of grief.' (p. 96) At the climax of his experience on the
beach, the protagonist feels a hand holding him and shaking him: a saviour. 'He
had a tall, handsome black figure with large honest eyes ...' (p. 102) The occasion
has been nicely bracketed, but the psychic exuberance has emasculated the episode.
Andrew Salkey's A Quality of Violence 28 is centrally concerned with the conflict
between the worlds of Pocomania and orthodox Christianity. The milieu is the
parish of St. Thomas, in Jamaica; the occasion, the drought of 1900. The population
of the parish, rural, impoverished, is drawn into the increasingly more violent
rites of the Pocomania culthouse as the hoped-for rain does not come, and, as
the novel unfolds, one sees that the cult values are demanding sacrifices of a
more and more ferocious nature both to appease the drought and to provide an
orgy of sado-masochistic indulgence for the worshippers.
The chanting sisters had stopped chanting but were still standing in front
of Dada Johnson who was saying a silent prayer. The deputy had crawled
under the meeting table. Suddenly, the chanting sisters sprang back and cried
out: 'And Jonathan, Saul's son, had a son that was lame of his feet.' There was
about five seconds' silence and the deputy crawled from under the meeting
table. He stood erect and raised his right hand towards the chanting sisters
who screamed: 'Him have the sacrifice in him hand! See God dey!' The deputy
spun round and faced Dada Johnson who bowed and snatched the white
rooster out of his right hand. Dada Johnson said: 'Cock blood pour down like
27
28
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(London, Hutchinson), 1967.
(London, Hutchinson), 1959.
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rain water! Cooking fowl is cloud! Cloud burst open and blood bring rain!'
. . . Dada Johnson held the cutlass high above his head, sliced the air in
wide circular movements and threw it in front of the deputy. It landed blade
first. The deputy dropped the white rooster, grabbed the cutlass, and also made
slicing movements in the air. The chanting sisters started to gyrate once more,
pummelling their stomachs with clenched fists . . .
As if seized by the. fever generated by the chanting sisters, the deputy jumped
back from the Giant X, dropped the cutlass, picked up the white rooster and
wrung the neck . . . He walked up to the Giant X and held the dripping
rooster over the Bible. The. blood trickled through his fingers, over the thin
pages, and dripped on the ground in tiny splashes ... (pp. 60-61)
And still the rain does not come. As the cult practices become more extravagant,
and the revulsion of the minority of pious Christians in the community becomes
more marked, it is increasingly obvious as to where will be found the ultimate
sacrificial victim. In a final and lengthy orgy of painstakingly observed violence,
the cult's murderous assault on an orthodox Christian is manipulated into an
attack on the cult mother, who is viciously stoned to death.
And the rains come.
The publisher's blurb to this novel is accurate in a way in which the author
might not have envisaged. It speaks of 'a people attracted at once to barbaric
Africa and westernised enlightenment.' And here is the rub. It is a sociological
commonplace that a major ingredient in West Indian society is the islander's
horror of, and shame on account of, his African origins. Three centuries of slaveowners' attitudes have produced the popular persuasion that Africa is barbarism,
shame, savagery-in a word, blackness-and the society is rooted in the intense
drive of the majority of the population towards assimilation into white standards,
white behaviour, and whiteness of complexion. This drive, because of the impossibility of its fulfilment on the most important level-the physical-breeds fantasy
and neurosis.29 And it is this attitude which Salkey seems, quite unconsciously, to
embody. Unable to distance himself from his material, he. has yielded his psyche
to it, as if to say, 'Only let us kill Ma Johnson, kill our blackness, and the rains
will come. We will be reborn.'
I have just remarked that the majority of the population is orientated towards
the attainment of the white ideal and the repudiation of blackness and Africa.
This is fantasy. And yet there is another fantasy, and a fast-growing one, which
exists alongside it in exquisite dialectical antithesis, and which rnay yet be
equally destructive.
So burn the crops
raise. flash car cities
I am Selassie
and Selassie God
black snow falls from my heaven.so
In 1927 Marcus Garvey was deported from the United States, and returned
to his homeland, Jamaica. In the States, Garvey had preached a doctrine which
repudiated white supremacy and urged Negro people all over the world to throw
off white oppression, return to Africa, and be reunited with their racial origins.
In Jamaica, he continued to preach the doctrine of black dignity, and is reported
to have made the following prophecy: 'Look to Africa, when a black king shall
be. crowned, for the day of deliverance is near.' He is, in addition, reported to
have asserted that the return to Africa would take place in the 1960's.
29 See, for instance. Errol L. Miller, 'Body Image, Physical Beauty and Colour among Jamaican
Adolescents', Social and Economic Studies, XVIII, 1969.
30 Brathwaite, Ope cit., p. 23.
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In November 1930, Ras Tafari was crowned as the Emperor Haile Selassie, King
of Kings, Lord of Lords, and the Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah. The
Daily Gleaner featured his coronation as a front-page spread in the issue for 11th
November. Former followers of Garvey remembered his alleged prophecy, and
turned to their Bibles to see if this could be the redeemer of whom Garvey had
spoken. They were right. It was, for Revelation 5 (2, 5) announced that .01 saw
a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open the Book,
and to loose the seals thereof? ... And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not:
behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to open
the Book, and to loose the seven seals thereof . . .' When the Italians invaded
Ethiopia, a further Biblical prophecy (Revelation 19, 19) was fulfilled, for 'I saw
the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make
war against him that sat on the horse, and against his army.' When the Emperor
was restored in 1941, the ensuing verse was deemed to be blissfully fulfilled, and
the day of redemption was imminent. 'And the beast was taken, and with him
the false prophet that wrought miracles before him ... These both were cast alive
into a lake of fire burning with brimstone.'
The Rastafarian sect believes that the Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia is
the Living God. This assertion is intended completely literally, and carries no
hint of metaphor about it. Wide acceptance of this doctrine was not originally easy
to bring about. Leonard Howell preached the divinity of Haile Selassie, Ras Tafari,
in Kingston in 1938, and published in West Africa a work purporting to prove thisThe Promised Key. Joseph Hibbert, who had joined a mystical masonic order, the
Ancient Mystic Order of Ethiopia, in Panama in 1924, started to preach the
e,mperor's divinity in the parish of 81. Andrew at about the same time as Howell.
Archibald Dunkley, a Jamaican seaman, left the sea in December 1930 to devote
himself to three years intensive study of the Bible in order to resolve the issue.
He was finally convinced in 1933, largely because of Ezekiel 30, I Timothy 6,
Revelation 17 and 19, and Isaiah 43. A parallel group developed in the Dungle,
in Kingston, and these coalesced with the churches originated by the founding
fathers of the, movement in 1934.
On December 7th, 1935, a few months after Italy had invaded Ethiopia, the
Jam,aica Times published an account of an order, the Niyabingi, of which the
emperor was reputed to be the leader, and whose purpose was to overthrow white
domination by racial war. Photographs of Niyabingi warriors indicated that they
wore their hair and beards long and untrimmed. In May 1940 L. P. Howell bought
an abandoned sugar estate, Pinnacle, near the village, of Sligoville, and founded a
Rastafarian community. He was subjected to constant police harassment on the
grounds of the violence of his followers and the growing and consumption of
ganja. The settlement was finally broken up in 1954, and in 1960 Howell was
committed to a mental hospital, discredited amongst his followers because of his
own injudicious claim to divinity.
After the breakup of the Pinnacle community, large numbers of Howell's
followers gravitated to Kingston. Like the Niyabingi warriors, they grew their hair
long, justifying this by reference to Ezekiel 5. A further development, based upon
Numbers 6, was the plaiting of the hair and the pomading of it with mud or clay
in order to increase its bulk and splay. Such brethren are referred to as Locksmen,
and are the most committed of the followers of Ras Tafari.
In 1955, Jamaican migration to Britain had assumed major proportions, and
migration was very much in the air. In that year, it was reported in the local
press that the emperor had set aside 500 acres of land in Ethiopia for black
settlers from the west, and enrolment in the Rastafarian movement burgeoned.
The belief that the emperor is about to send a fleet to rescue his followers in
34
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Jamaica is now a constant motif in Rastafarian song, prayer and painting, and
flourishes still despite periodic false alarms, such as the March-April incident of
1959, when several thousand cards were distributed through Kingston bearing the
following words:
Pioneering Israel's scattered Children of African origin back home to Africa,
this year 1959, deadline date Oct. 5th, this new Government is God's Righteous
Kingdom of Everlasting Peace on Earth, Creation's Second Birth. Holder of
this Certificate is requested to visit the Headquarters at 78 Rosalie Ave., off
Waltham Park Road, August 1st 1959, for Our Emancipation Jubilee commencing 9 a.m. sharp. Please preserve this certificate for removal. No passport
will be necessary for those. returning home to Africa. Bring this certificate with
you on August 1st, for Identification. We are sincerely, The Seventh Emmanuel's Brethren gathering Israel's Scattered Children for removal, with our
leader, God's Appointed and Anointed Prophet, Rev. C. V. Henry, RB.
Given this 2nd day of March 1959, in the year of the reign of His Imperial
Majesty, 1st Emperor of Ethiopia, God's Elect, Haile Selassie, King of Kings
and Lord of Lords. Israel's Returned Messiah.
About 15,000 of these tickets, marked FREE and sold for one shilling, were
distributed in Kingston, and many people from the outer parts sold their possessions and came to Kingston in the expectation of returning to Africa.
Rastafarian doctrine has two basic postulates: that Ras Tafari is the living God,
and that salvation can come to black men only through a return to Africa. There
are, however, many subsidiary doctrines which find wide favour. The white man's
God is dead. The true God is black (see Jeremiah 8) as were Solomon and Sheba,
and as are true. Israelities. Those whom the world conventionally regards as Jews
are in fact those mentioned in scripture who 'call themselves Israel and are not'.
Slavery is God's punishment upon the black race for its sins. Elizabeth II and the
Duke of Edinburgh are sinister reincarnations of Elizabeth I and Philip of Spain,
who pioneered Negro slavery. The Duke of Gloucester is clearly a reincarnation
of Nebuchadnezzar, and he will succeed Elizabeth II and preside over the defeat
of the white world as last king of Babylon. Babylon is the entire western world,
which will be reduced to 'a desolation among nations'. All white men are evil.
Sion is known to the uninstructed as Addis Ababa; it is heaven for black men.
Jamaica is hell. Ganja is a gift of God, who ordered us to smoke it in Genesis
8, Psalm 18, and Revelation 22. God himself smokes it, and wears his hair long,
as should we, for we are made in his image and likeness.s1
This is the point where, after three hundred years, Hawkins and Las Casas have
led the black man. A cold-blooded rehearsal of Rasta belief leaves one scarce
knowing whether to laugh or weep. Tears would surely be the more appropriate
reaction. Rasta belief seems to me, with its clouded visions, its tortured and violent
language, and the often violent conduct which marks the behaviour of its followers,
to be in some ways the furthest and darkest point to which the. Negro peoples
of the Caribbean have so far come along their enormous, circuitous digression
from Guinea and Benin. This emotional and intellectual and physical extravagance
is a craving to cut through the complexities of their predicament for once and
for all-to prove, with one elegant syllogism, that the powerless are really the
masters, the scorned and rejected are really the chosen people. Its vision is
apocalyptic; the end of the individual in these toils can only be so too:
The life had almost completely gone. But still she. kept running. She staggered
against the walls of the piazza. She bounced against the lamp-posts. But on.
She must. Not even death could keep her back.
31 For further information on the Rastafarian sect, see M. G. Smith, Roy Augier, and Rex
Nettleford, The Rastafari Movement in Kingston, Jamacia, (Kingston, University College of
the West Indies, Institute of Social and Economic Research), 1960, repro 1968, p. 41.
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Her blood spattered the. sidewalk. It smeared the glass windows of the big
department stores, it fell upon the large chromed cars and on the donkey-carts.
They stopped and stared after her as she passed by them. They pointed. They
shouted and they laughed. But she could only keep running. Past the roaring
rhythm of the sound-system dances; past the rum-bars; past the gambling
houses; past the whore houses. Across the Spanish Town Road. Down the
Industrial Terrace. She was almost there· now. She heard them where they
crowded around the burst hydrant. Vaguely, she could just recognize the little
kerosine lamps in the distance.
Nearer and nearer. Her senses we·re now almost gone. She neither thought nor
felt. She was only an impulse. Pulling. Dragging.
At last. She struggled across the Marcus Garvey Drive. She fell as she tried
to move up the. mound. She tried desperately to pull herself up. She crawled.
The breast was now almost completely ripped off. It dragged on beside her
as she made her way up the mound. She was almost there. She knew he would
be, waiting for her.
He stood upon the chair facing the window. Then he fastened the noose
around his neck. He could see everything now. The whole extent of the sky.
Everyone of them. He stared at their dark silhouettes, the peak of their beards
all pointing to the sea. Their little bundles were by their sides. The olive oil
that they would balm themselves with so as not to defile the holy land. The
robes, the. long flowing white robes they would begin to wear as soon as they
landed.
Only Cyrus was not staring out at the sea. Brother Solomon looked down at
him as he stood by his doorway, praying to the Holy Emperor to bring back
his queen so he could take her home with him.
He took one last look around the little room. The candle.. The incense. The
table. The bed. Things. But they were so odd. They all seemed to stare up at
him from some deep bottomless pit. They were so still. Yet in their stillness
there was something laughable. It was so farcical. Why the dreariness? Why
the silence? Were they trying to overawe him with their stillness? His eye fell
upon the writing on the wall. The Sic Vitae. His mind ran through the last
section of the sonnet:
The
The
The
The

wind blows out, the bubble dies;
spring entombed in autumn lies;
dew dries up, the star is shot.
flight is past-and man forgot.

How ridiculous, he thought. How stupid the person who wrote those lines
must have been. Did not the fool see that even in the expression of his
despair he was fooling himself that the whole thing could be taken seriously?
Then he looked back outside. She was there! She had just fallen at his feet
and he was taking her up in his arms. Look! He was balming her down with
the olive oil and putting her breast in place. All was happiness now. Everything
was ready and perfect.
He looked up at the sky. He could hold himself back no longer. He burst out
laughing. It was a deep, wild, soul-consuming laugh. It mocked the shanties
and hovels in front of him. It derided the many mounds of filth. Far, far
into the night it could be heard. Even the sea could not escape it. It reached
out for the very sky, so vast, so dark, so stupid, it jeered and jeered and jeered.
He was convulsed. His eyes were wet and his throat swelled beneath the rope
with his mocking spasm. He kicked the chair from beneath his feet. The rope
tightened. The laughter gurgled up. His tongue pitched out and his eyes
mocked the vast blue, void with a wild, bulging, fantastic stare.
He finished wiping the blood from her body with the olive oil. His heart had
been full and bitter at first. But then, on the morrow would not the holy ship
be coming for them? Could not the spirit of the Holy Emperor bring her back
to life. Babylon was wicked. He had never realized it could be so wicked.
But, no matter what they did, there was nothing which the Holy Emperor
36
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could not repair. He made all things; he destroyed all things; and he could
remake all things.32
This, in the. end, is where all roads seem to lead, however elliptically they wind
across the pages of Caribbean verse and prose. The violent resolution, the catharsis
of blood. Roger Mais's The Hills were Joyful Together is a Kingston book, as
Kingston as rock-steady music, as Kingston as a broken bottIe. It narrates the,
fates of a group of people who live around a down-town yard, in unspeakable
squalor, ineffectually trying to escape, to claw their way upwards by slander,
prostitution, and crime. Their ends are implicit in their beginnings, by remorseless
logic of circumstances, by the obsessive direction of their author-creator, by their
own quasi-autonomous wishes.
'Don't bother to run away', said Shag, conversationally, 'I want to look at you.'
He was looking at her all the while. Never once did his gaze leave her face.
The whites of his eyes were bloodshot on a background of dirty yellow. The
pupils were dark circles without any irises whatever. The front of his shirt had
dark brown stains on it as though he. had killed a chicken and it had spattered
him with blood.
'I don't want anything', he said, as though in answer to a question. 'I have
only come. You not glad to see me, eh?'
He put one foot up against the edge of the cistern.
Her hand shook slightly. She could hear the tiny musical tinkle, of the ice
in the pitcher.
The unseen choir sang, 'Rock of Ages cleft for me, let me hide myself in
thee ...'
The trees in the yard stood breathless with witness.
The whistle of a pea-nut vendor's cart went shouting its brash note down
the street.
He said the one word, 'Vulnerable,' and laughed.
She put her tongue out slowly, dre,w her lower lip in a little, held it between
her teeth. Her bosom rose and fell rhythmically, and nothing else about her
moved at all.
'Standin' with bearin' like a tree, eh? don't it? Yes an' no.'
He shifted his foot a little against the rough concrete surface, as though to
give himself better purchase.
Little perspiration pricked and pimpled on her face.
She knew that she must do something. Now. But what?
She let go of the pitcher and it broke, into splinters on the flagstones at her
feet.
She turned with a sob, her hand to her throat, and ran toward the house.
Her hand was reaching for the door knob when she felt something strike
against her shoulder, close up to her neck. It bit deep into her flesh.
She screamed, and fell on the step.
Shag was standing over her with the machete raised aloft. It was stained
with blood.
She put up her hands as though to ward off the blow.
Three fingers were shorn off clean. They fell into her lap.
She screamed again, long and high-pitched. And that was the last time. The
very next blow severed her windpipe, and the point of the machete travelled
diagonally in a straight line across her right breast.
But she was still alive, and her eyes stared up at him in horror as he
slashed at her with the machete.
One blow lopped off the left arm clean, above the elbow, and laid her abdomen
open. Her entrails spilled out upon her lap.
People stood at doors, windows were thrown open. They looked on in horror,
32 The concluding paragraphs of Orlando Patterson's The Children of Sisyphus, (London,
Hutchinson), 1964), pp. 196-198.
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unable to do a thing, while he hacked and hacked at her woman's flesh in a
frenzy of murder.
The scratchy gramophone played on, 'Rock of Ages' ... women screamed ...
a man's voice. behind him said, 'Shag!' ... a forearm closed about his throat
from behind ... he was savagely pulled back, half-strangled.
Suddenly all the strength went from his body, and with it the frenzy, and the
will to resist.
And then he was sitting down on the flagstones by the cistern among the
glass splinters, the bloody machete between his knees, and he was gasping
for breath with short hacking sobs.
Women all around him went on weeping, wringing their hands, talking,
making strange noises.
He felt this weakness overcome him. He put his head down between his knees
and brought up great gouts of blood.
He was dying, he knew it, this was his death warrant signed on the flagstones
between his feet, in blood. And he couldn't care less.33
Emotionally as well as physically, the Caribbean today seems often to be little
more than an agglomeration of derelict shacks and peeling hovels, a reality too
overwhelming to be supported. Describing the wreckage of a dead slave's cabin,
Brathwaite provides what might well be a fitting epitaph for this entire society in
ruins. 'This house is all/that's left of hopes, of hurt/of history ...'34

33 Roger Mais, The Hills were Joyful Together, pp. 264-266, in The Three Novels of Roger
Mais, (London, Cape), 1966.
34 Ope cit., p. 72.
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TOY DORGAN

An Agricultural Play
once in a small hamlet
just the southside of Chicago
there grew a boy who knew
that soon
he would own things.
then it was a calf's tongue
ice blocks and cicada saws.
he walked through wheat coloured
sleeping dog days.
but enough dusks sprang
from their crouched troughs
and suns
pruned up Joe's suede face.
the weather became
his whoring wife, rubbing
with the right moansbut Joe woke stiff,
only his forehead plowed.
arthritic corn roots
gnarled the ground,
dirt blurred through their fingers.
Joe's uncle came
as though the. tears were his.
he demanded order.
Joe could no longer
stand wide-leg
and pee, saying
'I can if 1 want to
it's mine.'
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NOEL MACAINSH

Metagymnastics
I.
Raise both your ideas upwards
Now
keeping your life straight
lean towards doubt
Stretch
Stretch further
If you do it right
you should feel the tension in your belief
Go as far as you can
Pause
Now bring your ideas upwards
Incline steadily towards the good
keeping your life straight
If you do it right
you'll notice.
how evil presses on your thought

II.
Ready?
Good and evil each side of your god
Now raise your thought slowly
keeping your doubt straight
Look along your belief
making sure your head is erect
Then
turning your eyes towards death
bend your doubt
until belief and thought are just touching
Try not to stiffen

III.
Lie on your death
Breathe deeply
Hold!
Look at your god
Expire through your life
Repeat a few times
Rest
Then
both ideas fully extended
raise your doubts
moving your evil backwards
till you feel a tingling sensation
in your good
Close your eyes
Relax
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IV.
Ideas together
stretch your belief out in front
bending your thought
till it points vertically upwards
Do the same with your doubt
Then
press your thought and doubt together
till you feel your life contracting
Pause
Relax the pressure
You can repeat this several times
Then
swing thought and doubt outwards
Stretch them as far as you can
And at the end
Relax
breathe deeply

V.
You'll need a long belief for this one
Spring on to it
getting a good purchase with both ideas
When you feel sure
swing your doubt upwards
and let your good grasp it firmly
Death down
flex your life.
till evil and doubt
are directly under your belief
You should find that life and death
are now just touching
Now
head between ideas
you should be able
to just raise your good
(Practice improves) Pause
Now return to your first position
Exhale deeply
And always breathe deeply through your life.
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BENJAMIN SCHLESINGER

Poverty in Australia
"Dark Clouds over the Lucky Country"

"And Australians? They, too, have their illusions. They like to sing 'I love a Sunburnt Country' and they have a folk-lore vision in the back of their minds in which
they appear as the unfettered occupants of a rural, open-air society, affluent,
owning their own homes, democratically governing themselves, untrammelled by
authority, benefiting from the last of the really free economies, encouraged by a
thoroughly free enterprise system to get ahead by their own efforts.
Perhaps it was like that seventy years ago. Today Australia is the most highlyurbanised society in the world. Nearly nine out of ten Australians live in the huge
conurbations along the seaboard. Much of the apparent prosperity is a fa9ade
erected on time payment and working wives: prices are generally as high as those
in the United States, while wages are one-third the American level. Taxation is
among the highest in the world; more oppressive than anything outside Scandinavia
and heavier than the British, which Australians still assume to be worse than their
own."
John Hallows: The Dreamtime Society, p. 2.

Paupers are Everywhere
Praising the Lord and passing the alms, man has fought poverty for more than
5,000 years-but until recently without any real expectation that the fight could
ever be won. Hinduism and Buddhism encouraged alms giving but reconciled themselves to poverty by suggesting that it is a requisite for man's prime goal: the
enrichment of spirit instead of body. The Hebrews equated poverty with suffering,
extolled charity as one of the greatest virtues, and declared, in Proverbs, that "He
who mocks the poor insults his Maker". Christ's most famous pronouncement on
the problem-"For you always have the poor with you"-is usually quoted out of
context and does not necessarily imply that poverty is inevitable. St Thomas
Aquinas concluded that natural law gives every man the right to enough of the
world's resources to lead a decent life. Nevertheless, the traditional Christian
attitude equates poverty with saintliness, deeply distrusts money and proclaims,
"Blessed are you poor".
Going a step beyond charity, the 12th century Spanish-Jewish philosopher,
Maimonides, urged the well to do to "assist the reduced fellow by teaching him
a trade or putting him in the way of business so that he may earn an honest livelihood". Queen Elizabeth I came to believe that care of the poor is not the duty
of just the rich or the church but also of the state. "Paupers are everywhere!" she
Benjamin Schlesinger, Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer, Dept. of Social Work, University of Western
Australia; Professor, School of Social Work, University of Toronto, Canada; Author Poverty
in Canada and the United States: Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1966.
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cried after a tour of England, and her Parliament sped up passage of its poorrelief acts. Just about then, Calvin declared that idleness was the real sin-which
in North America developed into the Puritan ethic that Virtuous people are bound
to prosper and the slothful will earn the bitter reward of poverty. Less than a
century ago, Henry Ward Beecher thundered: "no man in this land suffers from
poverty unless it be more· than his fault-unless it be his sin!"
Such was the dominant belief until recently in the nations of free enterprise,
and rugged individualism. The force that most fundamentally changed the nature.
of poverty was the machine. In the short run, the industrial revolution only caused
bigger and worse poverty by creating a new pauperized proletariat; in the long
run, it lent reality to the utopian dream of universal abundance by almost infinitely
multiplying the once strictly limited productive capacity of human hands and
brains. In North America and in most of the contemporary West, the fruits of the
industrial revolution brought about a momentous change: the poor turned from a
majority into a minority.

The I:I:New Poor:l;';
In the old world, which is not very far away, the majority of our population
was poor. The average man devoted long hours to hard work in order to get the
basic necessities of life. He had little time for leisure but his immediate environment, at home or at work, was familiar and friendly. His ignorance, his traditionalism or even his religious faith made him accept that condition as inevitable In
other words, he was poor and submissive and relatively happy because his horizon
was limited. On the other hand, the professional and managerial classes had not yet
entered the competitive world. They could reconcile relative success with the good
life and afford a lot of leisure. Moreover, they were. reasonably sure that their
children would continue to belong to the elites because succession duties were low
and access to higher education was largely determined by the ability to pay.
We must now realize that although affluence solves some of the old problems,
it intensifies others and creates new ones. In the affluent society, the poor feels
poorer. In the old world, he belonged to the majority and was remote from the
privileged classes. Now he is part of a minority and affluence is closer to him with
television and as the average man becomes well off. Thus, he is much more
conscious of his condition and much less submissive than he was before. He feels
that he. is being left on a side line, while others enjoy the benefits of progress.
The feeling that the poor has to be left aside is accentuated by the desperate
situation of his family. Usually he has many children, he lives in a slum area
and he cannot acquire the. modern conveniences of life. This means that his wife
has a lot of work to do at home and can hardly seek outside employment. He is
so preoccupied by his day-to-day problems and the fear of not getting the basic
necessities of life that he. is little worried about the future and the education of
his children. His only hope is that they will start to work as soon as they are old
enough. Thus the poor family, especially in the cities, is caught in a circle and
becomes more helpless than it was before.
While affluence makes the poor more frustrated and more impatient, the scientific
revolution gives new dimensions to the problem of poverty. Unequal opportunity is
still, of course, an important cause of poverty but it is certainly not the only one.
The fact is that men are not born equal. In the past, a great number of physically or
mentally handicapped persons did not survive very long; today, with the progress
of medicine most of them can live as long as normal individuals. In the past, those
who had inferior abilities could find some useful employment; nowadays, with
automation, simple jobs, even on the farm, become less and less available. In the
old world, it was easy to adjust to the relatively static and familiar environment,
in the new society, an increasing number of individuals cannot adapt the·mselves
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to the devilish rhythm of modern life. Thus, as our new world is more willing to
fight social inequalities, it is less able to cope effectively with natural inequalities.
On the whole, in the affiuent society, the problem of povery becomes less extensive
but more intensive, more difficult and urgent.

Definition of Poverty:
Professor Townsend of England has developed one of the best definitions of
poverty:
"Individuals and families whose financial resources and / or whose other resources including their educational and occupational skills, the condition of
their environment at home and at work and their material possessions, fall
seriously below those commanded by the average person or family in society
are in poverty. 'Society' can mean local, national, or international society,
according to the frame. of reference.
Poverty may be total in the sense that a family man, in respect of a wide
range of resources, fall seriously short of what is usual or average in that
society for a family of similar composition. This form of poverty may be
experienced by many of those living in slum areas of a city. Or poverty may
be partial in the sense that a family which commands an average income may
live in poor housing; the young children may attend a slum school, or adolescent
children may have fewer opportunities than are· generally available in society
to enjoy secondary and university education, apprenticeship training or other
educational, cultural and sports facilities. No doubt it would be possible to
develop a varied, if related terminology for example, 'financial', 'environmental', and 'educational' poverty in the analysis of total and partial poverty.
Poverty may be temporary or long-term, and scientific measures of it will
of course depend on the different kinds of resources that are available. Persons
who, for example are poor for a few weeks because of sickness may rely on
continual payments of wages by the employer, income tax rebates or temporary
loans from relatives. Some of the temporary unemployed may rely principally
on lump sum redundancy payments. Those who are seriously injured while. at
work and enter a long period of poverty may rely predominantly on social
insurance or assistance and occasional gifts in kind (such as bedding and
clothing) from religious and voluntary associations. They may also require
regular medical aid and physiotherapy.
It follows that poverty may be a condition which most individuals experience in at least one respect for at least some part of the life cycle."

Poverty in Australia
In an aftluent society like that of Australia, poverty is a nasty word.
Apart from social workers, doctors and the police who are brought into direct
contact with the under-privileged, most Australians refuse to accept the fact that
there can be poverty in a country where all political parties are dedicated to a
policy of full employment, child endowment and pensions.
In their pursuit of material benefits that a highly industrialised society forces
on them if it is to continue to function, people ignore the existence of families
who are the. "new poor", condemned to live below a real subsistence level.
But a Melbourne survey, "People in Poverty" shows that poverty is blighting
many lives. The authors, who concentrated on fact-finding and counting heads
rather than preaching a sociological sermon, admit that one must work hard to
find poverty in Melbourne, which, they add rather cynically, the city fathers
describe as "big, rich and beautiful".1
But the authors have taken pains to show that poverty does exist and they say
that it is a disgrace to such a community.
What occurs in Melbourne is repeated in every other capital city to a greater or
lesser degree and the Melbourne survey should be used as the basis for an examination of poverty in other States. Perhaps the chief difficulty in dealing with poverty
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is that there are insufficient statistics and case histories on which to base reforms.
Those afflicted with poverty are also generally a silent minority unahIe to exert
any political pressure on their own behalf. Consequently they are neglected except
for sporadic outbursts of sympathy by social workers or "do-gooders".
Most poverty is among the social service beneficiaries-above all the aged, the
widowed, the invalid and the sick. The Melbourne survey showed that hardly any
family headed by a male breadwinner was poor, according to their definition.
Because most poverty is among the social service beneficiaries, the authors say
that the machinery exists for coping with most of the problems of poverty. In their
opinion, poverty could be largely eliminated by a moderate increase in rates of
cash social benefits.
The authors used the basic wage as the basis of their survey, accepting as a state
of poverty a married man with two children who received less than $33 a week.
No study was made of how a family which conformed to the survey's definition
of poverty used its income, though this has a direct reference to poverty.

The Melbourne Study of Poverty!
The Survey of Living Conditions in Melbourne measured income in relation to
the needs of families. It took as a benchmark in 1966 an income of $33 for a man,
wife and two children-approximately the total of the basic wage and child endowment. Those who were worse off were described as being below the poverty line.
More than seven per cent of income units were estimated to be below the poverty
line, and included in these numbers were more than 42,000 children. In the main
survey, information was collected for one particular week's income and for some
of this seven per cent, weekly income figures did not reflect accurately the resources
available to meet the family's needs. Some modification had to be made for instances
in which income in the week surveyed was abnormally low because of situations
which were likely to be temporary and for persons whose low incomes were supplemented by drawing upon assets of substantial value. Still others, although clearly
in poverty, were enabled to live at a more satisfactory standard by the generosity
of friends and relatives. If we regard these three groups as not in need, we reach
a minimum estimate of four per cent of income units in need.

Principal Findings2
Most of the poor were found to suffer from one or more of the following
disabilities: old age, lack of a male breadwinner, a large number of dependent
children, recent migration to Australia or prolonged illness. The incidence of
poverty was much higher among people in these categories than among those
without any of these disabilities.
(a) The Aged

M ore than 15 per cent of aged income units were below the poverty line
when measured in terms of annual income in the second stage of the survey.
Because many in this group owned their homes and had relatively small
housing costs, the proportion in poverty when housing costs were taken into
account was smaller, just below nine per cent. Some of the aged were also
found to have assets of substantial value, and when both housing costs and
assets were considered some six per cent remained below the very stringently
defined poverty line. This estimate regards as not poor those whose low incomes
were compensated for by low housing costs; it takes no account of the standard of their accommodation. Some of the aged achieved low housing expenditure by living in sub-standard housing.
Briefly, those who were in need were mostly single old people who had few
resources other than the pension, some pensioners who had to pay more in
rent than they could afford, and a few aged migrants not eligible for pensions
and entirely dependent on their families for support. Much of the poverty
among the aged was not obvious. More than half of the poor were able to
live more comfortably than their incomes would imply because they received
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regular assistance from their families, friends and charitable organisations.
There remained more than two per cent of aged income units living in chronic
economic need.
(b ) Fatherless Families
Thirty per cent of women bringing up children alone were found to be in
poverty and another 14 per cent were only marginally above the poverty line.
The incidence of poverty was higher in this group than in any other group in
the survey. Because fatherless families comprised less than two per cent of
all income units it would cost relatively little to bring them above the poverty
line.

(c ) Large Families
Among families with at least four dependent children about 8.5 per cent
were found to be below the poverty line. Another 14 per cent were very little
above. These families were poor or nearly poor not because their incomes
were lower but because their needs were greater. Their already difficult
situation was frequently aggravated by high housing costs. When housing
costs were considered, the number in poverty was even greater: 10 per cent
were below the poverty line.
(d) Migrants
The degree of poverty among migrants was found to depend on country of
origin and length of residence in Australia. Hardship was concentrated most
heavily among Southern Europeans, especially Greeks and Italians who had
arrived in Australia after 1954, and least heavily among Dutch and Germans.
When rent or house-purchase payments were taken into account, some 23 per
cent of Greek householders who had settled in Australia between 1960 and
1966 were poor or marginally poor. There was also significant poverty among
recently arrived Italians. Thirty per cent were below the poverty line or only
marginally above. The proportions in poverty were almost as high among
Greek and Italian householders arriving between 1954 and 1960. British
migrants also experienced hardship associated with housing costs. More than
17 per cent of householders who had arrived after 1960 were poor or marginally so. The most important problem faced by many migrants was the
high cost both of rented accommodation in their early years in Australia and
of buying a home later on.
(e) Unemployment, Sickness and Accident
There was little evidence of poverty caused by long-term unemployment,
although some hardship of only short duration was found.
Prolonged illness and serious accident were clearly shown as causes of
poverty. In one quarter of all instances in which the head of the income unit
had been off work for a substantial period of time because of ill health, the
income unit was in need. One invalid pensioner in four was also poor. Those
who were receiving an invalid pension or sickness benefit had required medical
certification of their inability to work, yet levels of pension and benefit were
inadequate to meet the needs of many who had to depend on them.
(f) Health Insurance

The survey showed that health insurance poses particular problems for
groups which suffer economic hardship, such as migrants from Southern
Europe and low-income families. These people were much less commonly
contributors to health insurance schemes than were members of the community
as a whole. Poverty was especially frequent among them, and their unpreparedness in the event of expensive illness sometimes brought tragic results. Large
families, too, often had large health expenses.
(g) Domiciliary Services

The present circumstances and past experiences of survey respondents
showed a need for welfare services which extended beyond income support
through pensions. Comprehensive domiciliary services such as housekeeping,
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the provision of meals on wheels and home nursing would enable many of the
aged and handicapped to continue living independently in their own homes.
Without help many could not manage alone. Such services could provide a
cheaper and more satisfactory alternative to special housing or institutional
care. Besides aged and invalid pensions there are others in the community who
need help in the home, usually at times of crisis. The range and adequacy of
services at present available was found to vary greatly from municipality to
municipality, and where services existed a serious lack of communication was
revealed between providers of care and their potential consumers.
Unemployment and Poverty
For the first time for many years, thousands of Australians are faced with
the bitter, demoralising experience of being unemployed for weeks on
end, or in a growing number of instances, for several months.
Some have become literally impoverished as the result of losing their
regular income and having to live on relief payments that are far below
poverty line of the Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social
Research.
Others, on short time or deprived of overtime payments have to make
drastic changes to adjust their commitments and ways of life to greatly
reduced incomes.
For the majority of Australians though, life goes on unaffected by unemployment. Wages continue to rise and savings bank deposits have
reached an all-time record. The majority fail to recognise or take any
active interest in the plight of the minority.
The Government refuses to increase the pitifully low level of unemployment benefits. Employers and trade unions, while strongly urging measures
to increase employment, have so far done little to campaign for more
adequate relief for the workers who are unemployed.
Of course the only cure for unemployment is employment, but while
people are out of work they must be adequately provided for by the
community as a matter of entitlement.
David Scott and Peter Hollingworth
Brotherhood of St. LaurenceFebruary 1972.
In a recent study of unemployment and poverty, the Brotherhood of St. Laurence,
in Melbourne outlined the following situation.3

How Many Unemployed?
The monthly review of the employment situation prepared by the Department
of Labour and National Service shows the number of people registered for employment and the number of people. receiving unemployment benefits. The numbers
registered for work at the end of December 1971 wereMales
School Ieavers
Other juniors
Adults

27,361
13,460
41,190
82,011

Females
School leavers
Other juniors
Adults

82,011

18,750
9,509
10,284
38,543

38,543

TOTAL: 120,553
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These are the numbers of people who have applied to the Commonwealth Employment Service and who are not known to have been placed in employment at the
end of the month.

How many Living on Unemployment Benefits?
The only information that is made publicly available is the overall figure of
people receiving unemployment benefit. The figures released do not even give such
basic information as the length of time on benefit, the number of people receiving
benefit who are· juniors and the number of adults who are married and have
children.
The released information for December 1971 wasIn Receipt of Unemployment Benefits
Males
27,610
Females
8 831

TOTAL

36,441

This was an increase in the month of 15,600 which was almost twice the increase
in December 1970.

How Many Are Living on Unemployment Benefit Rates?
Because figures on the marital status and number of dependants of people
receiving Unemployment Benefits are not provided on a monthly basis, it is only
possible to guess at the total number of men, women and children forced below
the poverty line by having to live on small amounts of relief.
Of the 28,000 males receiving benefits at the end of December ,very few were
likely to be schoolleavers who had time to register for work, apply for unemployment benefits, have the application processed and be in receipt of the benefit.
Probably two-thirds of the 28,000 males were married and would have an average
of 3 children. Some women in receipt of benefits also have dependent children.
This means that some 90,000 men, women and children in families were dependent
on benefits, plus 8000 women and 9000 single adult men, making a conservative
total of 107,000 people living far below poverty levels.

The Poverty Line
The poverty line established by the Institute of Applied Economic and Social
Research at the Melbourne University for a family of man, wife and two children,
updated in accordance with increases in average weekly earnings to June 1971, is
$48.30. If this line is thought to have risen rapidly since 1966, when it was a bare
$33, it is an indication of the gains made by the rest of the Australian community,
as the method of up-dating used maintains the poverty line as a constant proportion
of average weekly earnings.
The unemployment benefits now received by a man with a wife and two children,
$34 plus child endowment, is only 72 per cent of the June 1971 poverty line income.
The unemployment benefit received by a single man, $17, is only 62 per cent of
the $27.29 which would be the equivalent of the poverty line income for a single
man. Similarly, a man and wife would require $35.75 and receive unemployment
benefits of only $25.00.
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TABLE I-UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS AND THE POVERTY LINE

Benefit
Unemployment

Family Size

Single man
Man and wife
Man, wife and
Man, wife and
Man, wife and
Man, wife and

1 child
2 children ...
3 children ...
4 children ...

$17.00
$25.00
$29.50
$34.00
$38.50
$43.00

Income
Equivalent
to June 1971
poverty line

$27.29
$35.75
$43.70
$48.30
$53.24
$62.56

Percent of
Benefit plus
Child Endowment
to Poverty Line

62%
70%
69%
72%
76%
72%

A study made in 1971 by the Brotherhood of St. Laurence of a Melbourne family
who have been receiving unemployment benefits for several months indicates that
many face a grim struggle.4
The couple, who have three children, were receiving a total of $38.65 a weekcompared with the. $57 to $60 previously brought home by the husband as a
builder's labourer. And from July to September, when the husband transferred to
the dole, he was receiving only sickness benefit-which almost completely drained
his savings.
The family pays $18 rent for a single-storey terraced house in Fitzroy, and $6 off
a $100 personal loan, negotiated with a department store to payoff a $60 credit
debt and provide a further $40 worth of clothing.
The original debt, according to the social worker who compiled the study, was
for essential household commodities such as linen, not for furniture or other
"luxuries". The. family is left, after these deductions, with a miserable $14.65 to
cover food, gas, electricity and clothing.
Up to the present time they have managed to keep up with their rent, with some
supplementary help from the brotherhood.
Even so, the amount of aid given has been fairly small, and it has still meant
that the family has had to limit their food. As they put it, they can't often buy
vegetables, and it always means that meat and groceries have to be cut down. To
them not having proper food means that some meals are just bread.
On their present income there is nothing left over with which to buy clothes
or shoes for the children, and when a gas or an electricity bill is due to be paid,
there is nothing whatsoever left for food.
The family had to some extent adjusted to its new life. "However, the mother
worries quite a lot about how she will maintain the family in food and how she
will meet the various bills that come in.
Two things have resulted from this continuing worry and anxiety. She has been
prone to stomach pains in the past but these have flared in the last few months and
it has now been established that she has an ulcer.
And with the worry of how she will keep on facing up to this situation she
quite honestly admits that although she is worried about the children she is inclined
to take it out on them."
That, then, is unemployment, 1972-style: grinding, unspectacular poverty, meals
of bread, health problems and an unwanted occasional urge to "take it out on
the kids".

The Doyle Study on Povert y5
On September 30, 1969, Julian Doyle, then a Liberal MLA in the. Victorian state
parliament, submitted to the Bolte government the report of a special Liberal Party
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parliamentary committee of which he was convenor. The report dealt with social
distress in Victoria and suggested action that should be taken by both state and
commonwealth governments.
It made important proposals for commonwealth direction of research into
poverty and on the heads of taxation, pensions and benefits, national health
insurance and rehabilitation-the latter to be undertaken in co-operation with
educational organisations and the Australian Council of Trade Unions.
This report was never published. Doyle has since resigned from parliament. A
copy of the report came into the "Review's" hands.6 Although with inflation the
poverty level, for instance, as assessed in it has changed, the basic problem remains.
The recommendations of the report are still worthy of sound consideration. It
is worth reading and being made public today, as it was when it was first presented
to the Victorian government. The question remains as to why it was suppressed.
Some of the main Recommendations of this Report were:
A. RESEARCHThe commonwealth should underwrite research into poverty in Australia-both
urban and rural-at the earliest opportunity and appoint a competent independent
body to carry this out.
A social research institute should be established in each capital city to continually update research and make investigation of funds in social assistance and this
body should work in the closest co-operation with the state department of social
welfare in matters of planning and policy.
B. TAXATIONIncome taxation should be reviewed so that families on very low income are
either not subject to taxation at all under certain circumstances or subject to a
very reduced rate, thereby taking a further step towards income redistribution
which is one weapon against income inadequacy.
C. REHABILITATION SCHEMESRecognition should be made of the real difficulties faced by many men in
obtaining and holding employment because of their lack of skills, advancing age.
and personality problems and special training programs should be made available.
The department of labor and industry would implement these training programs
in conjunction with educational bodies and the ACTU.
D. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCESection 96 special grants are not the appropriate way to finance the state effort
to eradicate social distress. Substantial taxation reimbursement grants are required
to finance the co-ordination and implementation of social welfare generally and,
in particular, the desperate need of the socially distressed for low rental housing.
These are state responsibilities which cannot be fulfilled at present because of lack
of money.
E. PENSIONS AND BENEFITSThese must be reviewed in order to fulfil the obligation upon the commonwealth to maintain income above an acceptable level. For example, child endowment could be increased to $3.00 per week for the third child and to $4.00 per
week for the fourth and subsequent children in families, by making unemployment
and sickness benefit rates the same as the pension rates and by increasing the aged
pension by at least $1.50 per week. Benefits paid to young unmarried mothers and
widows and widowers or deserted wives with dependent children are not consistent
with maintaining their income above an acceptable standard. For example, the
pension paid to a 17-year-old unmarried mother is $4.50 per week.
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F. HEALTH INSURANCEThis is a complex problem but we believe a form of national insurance should
be carefully studied, with particular regard to the problem of those who cannot
afford voluntary health insurance.

G. GENERAL
A. The legal aid available through the legal profession should be, extended to
include a greater emphasis on debt counselling and consolidation rather than the
more restricted field of court proceedings and appearances.
B. The public solicitor should be empowered to continue the debt consolidation
work carried out by him until recently and this service properly publicised.
C. It is desirable that there should be a legal counselling service available
through the social welfare department to provide advice on budgeting and the
dangers of unwise hire-purchasing buying.
H. INFORMATIONThere is not sufficient information easily accessible to the public to enable those
who need help to get the assistance which would be available to them. The existence,
rates of payment and conditions of eligibility for commonwealth social services are
public information-although the form in which this is expressed needs revision
and simplification. By contrast even the existence of assistance in Victoria is not
widely known, there is limited access to application forms and, in the case of social
welfare department assistance, the method of assessment is obscure. This is a
matter of immediate concern and an allocation should be made to enable preparation and printing of appropriate material.

Family Life and Poverty:
In January 1972 The Brotherhood of St. Laurence published a study of 150
Low-Income Families in Melbourne.6 The study entitled the Have Nots can be
applied to all low-income families in Australia. It is worthwhile quoting some of
their conclusions. 7
The role of money in our society is crucial. All the necessities and most of the
pleasures must be bought and paid for. The best things in life, in theory, may
be free, but in any situation fraught with problems or difficulties money, or the
goods and services it buys, can ameliorate or dissipate the more disastrous
results. Practice within the money world develops know-how and skills in
communication and manipulation which can be learned in few other circumstances. Money is the currency of approval, of status, and of power.
The families we visited were poor and more often than not, this condition
was chronic. In some cases, they did not have enough to pay for the basic
needs of food, housing or clothing; in others. a tenuous balance could be
maintained only at great emotional and physical cost, while for a very few,
the current situation was relatively stable even if the future was uncertain.
The source of income created very little difference. Both wages and statutory
payments were almost always inadequate. for anything more than a subsistence level of functioning in today's world.
The characteristic they all had in common was the vulnerability. They had
no savings to fall back on, no talents to sell to improve their income. Illness,
accident, a postal strike or a hole in the seat of a fourteen year old's trousers,
all bring their trail of disruption, worry and fear with them.
Families were seldom able to plan. Where income was irregular, this was
obvious. With no guarantee of money from one week's end to the next, what
was available could only be allocated according to needs. There is an illogicality
in the idea that some should be put aside for later when there is not enough
for today. A hand to mouth existence did not necessarily indicate an inability
to plan or a psychological need for immediate gratification. Often, it was the
only possible way for the families to function. In the face of uncertainty, they
were forced to cope with immediate demands. When income was regular but
insufficient, the same pattern followed to a degree, though it is difficult to say
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which situation had the more depressing effect-the inevitable gap at the end
of the week or the disruption which went with regular income.
For those whose incomes \vere somewhat higher, a measure of planning
was available, at least to the extent that it was possible to restrict expenses to
income. Even so, considerable reliance was placed on lump sum payments,
such as child endowment, to cover clothing purchase and fuel bills. Glib
suggestions about budgetting ignore the very real limit set on purchasing by
low weekly or irregular incomes.
The depressing aspect was that such patterns of limited functioning became
incorporated into the family life style. A form of environmental conditioning
developed, so that 'poverty skills' became entrenched in the attitudes and
responses of the parents and children. Thus, a sudden short-lived improvement
in finances meant that the family acted in the only way it knew. The money
was quickly spent, sometimes on necessities but sometimes on obtaining a brief
respite from the dreariness of their lives.
Lack of money meant lack of purchasing power. This extended beyond
material goods into the area of services. Rarely did it exclude totally, rather it
forced inadequate, inefficient use of services. The man went to the doctor but
could not afford the treatment; the child attended school but without textbooks;
the family was on 'holidays' but without diversion or entertainment. The fact
that they could not use services to their fullest extent may have been the result
of lack of skills of experience and contact but in many cases it indicated their
inability to pay for more than the initial step.
The families had been made to feel in a variety of ways that they had little
status in the community. If a man's hire was an indication of his worth, then
those at work were obviously not worth much. Material proofs of status such
as the house and the car were generally unobtainable. The sort of status offered
defined them unmistakably as dependent or inadequate in their own eyes and
in the eyes of the community. The families were labelled as pensioners; Housing
Commission tenants, clients or bludgers. Expectations both of the client and
the community were limited by definitions which took little account of individual circumstances, needs or strengths. Thus, a man who failed to maintain
regular employment in the restricted market of unskilled labour repeated and
accepted the community's label, 'I suppose I must be lazy'.
Financial limitations, low self esteem and status combined to limit the
effect the families could have on their immediate and general environment.
In some cases, the enthusiasm required to tidy the house was hard to find if
the house was old and shabby or if there was no storage for goods and chattels.
Change of job or accommodation involved an expense out of all proportion
to the activity and the end result did not necessarily provide real improvement.

Who are Australia's Poor in 1971: Those Receiving Commonwealth Benefits are:
1. The Aged ...
807,711 persons receive Age Pensions
2. The Invalids
134,075 persons receive Invalid Pensions
3. The Widows
90,339 women who obtain Widow's Pensions
4. The Sick
...
73,601 persons under sickness benefits
5. The Aboriginals
...
90,000 most of whom live. in poverty
6. Low Income Families
34,218 persons who received Health Insurance
Assistance
7. The hard core unemployed 10,000
persons who make up 9.7 per cent of
Total: 1,239,944
Australia's population in 1971.
We have not added all the single mothers and their children, who receive their
pensions from State governments, nor the many low-income families whose weekly
wages are just above the poverty line.
In 1971, the Commonwealth of Australia spent over one billion dollars on
Social Welfare, nearly 23 per cent of the total Commonwealth expenditures. Five
million dollars were spent on Native Welfare, and yet poverty is with us in
Australia.
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The Poor Speak
How do our poor feel about being "on welfare". In Queensland, the poor have
formed a group called "Client Power". In a recent open letter to Australia's
politicians they state: 8
"Please let us try to tell you some of the ways it affects us being clients of
Children's Services. Our prime concern is our children who we feel deserve
the right to a better future than they can look forward to at present. Perhaps
one of our women's feelings tell the story better. She is 30 years of age and
has one daughter. She gets the pension ($24.50) and permanent family assistance ($2.50) per week; she pays $4.30 per week for rent. She. is much better
off than someone who is entirely dependent on subsidized assistance.
Her fortnightly State cheque for $5.00 did not turn up in the post. She
rang Children's Services who told her they did not know why. She has been
counting on that $5.00 because she had bought some clothes for her child out
of her last pension cheque. She. had only food enough for three days and her
next pension cheque was not going to be there for five days-if it came. She
put this last thought out of her mind and rang Children's Services again. This
time she was told the cheque would not be coming because the computer had
overpaid her five dollars two months ago. She did not ask any questions when
she got the extra cheque; when you have so little money an extra five dollars
is heaven.
She joined with us because she felt the department should not have taken
all her cheque without notifying her. They could have taken a dollar a week.
Mr. Clark, when we brought such action to his notice, said he would see what
could be done about notifying people before they stopped paying and arranging
to have repayments made over some time. This is one story. There are
thousands of ways in which welfare departments don't treat people in our
position properly. The ex-servicemen have the R.S.L., aged pensioners have
pensioner organizations to look after their interests, and we have Client Power.
We feel now we can go and talk with the Director of Children's Services as a
group. Never before did we feel game enough to approach such people.
What is your first introduction to Children's Services? You walk in. You're
upset about your husband leaving you, or about being an unmarried mother,
and you are expected to tell a young clerk intimate private details of the
reasons for separation at a desk with no privacy from the public at all. The
filing system is so inadequate at that department that things get lost or mislaid
and you may finish up having to tell the same story at the same desk two or
three times in the first few weeks-it does not let you believe that they really
care for you as a person."

Conclusions:
Poverty will not be cured by words, nor by finding synonyms.
Yet there is something very wrong about the way "poverty" is used today. It
has become a universal over-simplification, as though it were a physical diseaseidentifiable, visible, quantifiable and curable if caught in time. We are told, not
just the symptoms of poverty, but the exact qualifications, all with dollar signs.
Thus the poor can be labelled, counted and given badges.
But life isn't always that simple. Even the meaning of dollar signs or income.
and expenses vary from place to place, from person to person.
People who are poor can't be neatly classified like those suffering from tuberculosis or broken legs. Rather, they are like people who just aren't very well; the
diseases are different, the causes often unidentifiable, and the cures are rarely either
simple or universal.
That is why the world's wars against poverty make good phrases, but not
necessarily good progress. In short, you can't fight poverty as though it were a
problem as precise as a toothache. Curing poverty means improving society by
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measures which affect more than the obviously poor. Schools are open to every
sort and description of people-not just the poor.
And there are more ways of making a better society than raising the dollar
income of its members. Cities may become decent places to live by building houses
to replace slums, by planting grass and trees, by organizing a community centre, by
preserving an ancestral heritage, by cleaning up the filthy air that corrodes rich
lungs and poor ones too. That is the way it is with so many of the effective campaigns against poverty. They have. a tendency to benefit everyone. It's just about
as hard to identify an "anti-poverty measure" as to define 4'poverty" itself.
Poverty is complex and many sided. A single phrase will not delineate all of
its facets or simplify all of its complexities.
The first and most comprehensive definition is the state of being poor-of
lacking the means to provide the comforts or, indeed, the minimum necessities. If
poverty must be expressed mathematically it can be taken to be the family that
earned less than a stated sum each year. But the cost of necessities varies by areas,
and so even this is not precise.
To be poor is to be old and obsolete at 55 years of age, with little hope and
no prospect of finding the resources to obtain education or training adequate to
the demands of the second half of the Twentieth Century.
To be poor is to be. unable, as a consequence of illiteracy, isolation, language
barrier or fear of ridicule, to communicate or deal with government and to identify
and take advantage of opportunities that do, in fact, exist.
To be. poor is to have limited training in a narrow skill and to see that skill
become redundant and to be of an age or in a location or suffer mental or physical
limitations that make the acquisition of a new and marketable skill improbable or
impossible.
To be poor is, all too frequently, to be old, to be ill, to be physically handicapped, to be mentally retarded.
To be. poor is to be a deserted mother, an orphaned child; to be poor is to be
a neglected child, the wife of a breadwinner who is a social misfit, an alcoholic, a
jail habitue.
The poor are of many origins, in many regions. They are healthy or ill, they
are old or young, they are intelligent or stupid, they are stable or disturbed. They
will have in common only one thing-they are poor.
We will have to develop new ways, new approaches, new ideas, and new programmes in our attempt to deal with poverty in Australia.
Poverty in Australia is summarised by a recent paper given by the Hon. W. C.
Wentworth, Minister of Social Services for the Commonwealth, when he stated: 9
"Considered in the international context Australia is probably the country in
the whole world where the impact of poverty is least. There are more affluent
nations, such as the United States; but they have depressed groups whose comparative situation is worse than ours. It is the combination of our social system
and our social services, operating upon our tremendous natural resources and
comparative freedom from the shackles of the past, which has produced for
us this fortunate state of affairs.
We have much to be proud of; but we must not become complacent. If we
relax our efforts to improve what we have already achieved, we shall stand in
danger of losing even what we now have. The Government has given a lead
and will continue to do so. That lead requires the. continual backing of the
good will of the Australian people, actualizing by their practical approach their
concern for any Australian in poverty. I feel sure that this backing and good
will is available and will continue to be available."
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FAY ZWICKY
For Anna
This is your friendly pelican
Talking to you, just above your ear:
The seas all rush together
As you chomp and snort
Among my feathers.
Burrow your pulsating skull against me,
Scan your larder well and choose
Your fill today, dear small predator
Scrabbling to be, free. Tomorrow
With your trusting breath and
Reckless gums you shall devour
The world. And me.

MICHAEL DUGAN
Return
Left behind
the town's false day.
Travelled to a place
where earth hit my feet.
Lay six days upon bracken
staring at sky.
Returned hurriedly
afraid of myself.
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ANNE ELDER

At Haworth
A name: incongruously mild
and maidenly, blown to me
across an exact century from birth
to birth too late for meeting.
But these are the moors
met at last and not misleading.
Still dark gold, I tell you, bronze
in the wind, high in the dark wind of evening
that plucks away a voice, a feather,
so that asking how you are faring
I catch at down ...
You took them, the. visitant pinions
that came at you once, twice, fierce,
awaited in the hour of stars
over the moors.
The narrow house: that some have seen
as morbid damp (I could move in
tomorrow, except it is full) -a strict frame
with the right smell of a close family;
and the smallest room in the world
where the hard bright crown of fame
and of the vision's forewarning
shone as a betrothal-ring heaven-sent
to the prison that was haven. In secret,
stubborn and plain, you practised to wear it:
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to stand alone, curb the tongue,
rise early, look daily at graves,
set the lit word in cryptic by a dying wick,
meet the last hour in a neat dress,
hair parted dead centre, and,
upright on a tight horsehair settee,
choke on rattling blood with such asperity.
But a door: a gate, a worn path climbing
up to escape, to some kind of sharp
ambiguous meeting-granted, in the moor air
it is a white girl again, walking,
a wild sprig tucked at the breast for safekeeping
against the black bronze wind. Then ravening
like a she-werewolf at the barred window
for love, affinity, the lust of the consuming
spirit unrequited-wear it like a hard crown,
bear it, will it down
on the blown wings of moorland birds returning
to known high lands at evening.
Emily
look, I
sawing
of this
and on

am kneeling
my wrists on the broken glass
stammering spring .
the words, in envy.
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G. C. BOLTON

UNlVBRSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA PRESS

BOOKS
A FINE COUNTRY TO STARVE IN -Four Impressions
I welcome the Editor's invitation to write a
personal appreciation, rather than a formal book
review, of Geoffrey Bolton's A Fine Country to
Starve in.
I do this for three reasons.
For the last six or seven years, my own reading and writing has forced upon me the conviction that, throughout Australia, the economic
depression at the end of the 1920s had a formative and a lasting influence on our national
devolopment which was much greater than
most historians have indicated. That influence
has become more significant today because most
contemporary Australians, born or bred in an
era of relative affluence, with economic development and full employment going hand in
hand together, have little or no "feel" for the
early '30s.
Secondly, the Western Australian side of the
depression has hitherto lacked comprehensive
investigation and sympathetic presentation. Particular phenomena, such as the Group Settlement scheme and its aftermath and the Secession Campaign, have indeed been subjected to
critical examination in monographs and articles
as well as chapters in larger works. On the whole
these accounts left their readers mildly incredu10us at the ignorance, the gullibility or the sheer
simple-mindedness of Western Australian leaders of the late '20s and early '30s. No attempt
was made to bring to life the western State
and the Western Australian people of those
years and to subject them at one and the same
time to the sympathetic pen of a Sandgroper
and the critical eye of a trained historian.
To these two reasons for welcoming A Fine
Country to Starve in I would add a third.
I lived through this period in Western Australia
as a not uncritical observer; I was relatively
unharmed by the more acute hardships but I
was not personally unaware of them nor of
what it meant to have to tighten the belt considerably after a period of comparative afflun '
ence.
A Victorian by birth, schooled in Melbourne
and newly returned to Australia from Balliol in
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1924, I had been impatient with some of the
parochialism and local self-satisfaction of the
pre-depression years in Perth. No doubt I displayed some. of the smugness of the many other
Victorians and New South Welshmen then carving out careers in the West. I may also have
added something of the Oxonian's alleged sense
of effortless superiority. By the. mid-'30s, however, I'd not only been caught and charmed
by the casual friendliness of "the West"; I'd
also come to feel something of the opportunities
it was offering young men whose enthusiasm
had not been destroyed by the darker days of
that decade-overseas as well as at home-and
who were prepared to look beyond them and to
encourage. others to work together in the community interest.
As the '30s lengthened, moreover, I had the
personal experience of noting how much in the
West was changing for the better after, if not
always because of, the depression. I became
aware of new forces operating to break down
that irritating and restricting parochialism of
the '20s and I personally felt the. evidence of
diminishing local resistance to national and international causes on whose behalf I'd been
preaching, on-campus and off.
I
Before attempting to use A Fine Country
in personal re-appraisal of this period in Western Australian history the briefest professional
assessment of the new book is perhaps permissible.
Professor Bolton's work is timely and comprehensive, subject to one or two comments
made below. It is readable, colourful and
sympathetic throughout. Attractive in format,
design and illustrations, the book is worthy of
the best traditions of University of Western
Australia Press, even if the recommended price
($9.60) is a little off-putting for the general
reader who should be encouraged to buy it.
Apart from its author's analysis, it brings together previously published material not readily
available and it supplements and enlivens those
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fruits of earlier research by the verbatim records of interviews with ageing contemporaries
from the Groups and elsewhere-valuable new
material which might otherwise have been lost
for all time.
Having said this-and it is a significant tribute
both to the author's planning and to the faithful and skilful collaboration of Mrs Terry
Owen, of which Professor Bolton makes fitting
acknowledgment-I do not detect much that
is new or vital in the book's basic argument. Its
footnotes reflect the writer's dependence on the
solid research work of a postwar generation
of Honours and MA research students, mostly
in the Department of History. These young
men and women brought out the hopes and
fears as well as the limitations of those responsible for, or active participants in, such phenomena of the times as Group Settlement and
Secession Campaign; they also collected and
collated the material out of which an appreciation of the essential political, economic and
social structure of the period was built-most
of it under the driving enthusiasm and tireless
energy, if at times abrasive direction, of Dr
(now Professor) F. K. Crowley.
(It may even be permissible to record some
personal satisfaction that the best of this research material has been preserved for easy
reference, without the difficulties of access to
unpublished theses, in the successive volumes
of University Studies in Western Australian
History, to cite one of the several titles under
which this journal was published intermittently
between 1934 and its regrettable recent demise.)
There is, however, a human quality running
through the pages of Professor Bolton's book
which is understandably absent from the more
clinical, laboratory treatment common to most
research theses. The already mentioned recordings of recollections by ex-groupies and others
who lived through the depression are also
matched by telling extracts from more distinctively contemporary material from the J. S.
Battye Library of West Australian History. As
far as I'm aware, this has never previously been
published; much of it no doubt has been
acquired since the days of earlier graduate researchers, thanks to the vigorous acquisitions
policy of successive Battye Librarians, Miss
Mollie Lukis and Miss Margaret Medcalf.
A purist point in passing here. Of the two
types of ~'contemporary" sources mentioned, I
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place the value of recently recorded recollections of septuagenarians well below that of the
genuinely contemporary journal or diary or
near-contemporarily written impressions such
as I judge to be Mrs Doll Brooks' Glimpses
into the Depression Years in Western Australia 1931-1935, of which Professor Bolton makes
very effective usc. Time often softens or hardens
impressions of former years and so distorts
evidence in ways of which the person being
interviewed thirty or forty years after the event
may be entirely unaware.
I found a striking example of this in one set
of impressions recorded in 1968 and reproduced
in Ch. 8 of A Fine Country. The tone of
these after-the-event recollections contrasted
sharply with that in which the same speaker
had spoken to me some three decades earlier.
II
How should one evaluate these depression
years in Western Australia with the added evidence now available and Professor Bolton's considered assessment of it?
First, I would say that the scars left by the
undoubted suffering and the widespread hardship went less deep and became in time much
less noticeable in the West than in the more
highly industrialised and more bitterly divided
eastern States.
This, it must be insisted, is not to deny either
the suffering or the hardship. Individual cases
could be found in Perth to compare closely
enough with those of some unemployed in the
slums of Sydney and Melbourne. Disease and
death caused by lack of hygiene occurred in
camps in Western Australia as elsewhere. Such
things can't be dismissed merely by use of comparative statistics. Nor can the psychological
effects of the frustration caused by sustenance
work, whether rural or urban, or by the eviction
of cocky farmers or by the plight of others
who walked off their farms, losing their equities
after years of pioneering settlement too short
to have enabled them to build up the resources
of older established farmers in other States or
other parts of Western Australia.
There was, however, nothing in the West to
compare with the intensity and extensity of
industrial unemployment experienced, for
example, in New South Wales and Victoria.
And there was little or no political exploitation
of this, with the resultant bitterness evident, for
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example, in the internal conflict within the
Labor movement in New South Wales. The
few incidents which Professor Bolton chronicles
with meticulous care and in great detail-demonstrations on the Esplanade, marches to the
Treasury buildings during the lunch hour, protests on the steps of Parliament House-pale
into insignificance beside the political manoeuvres of J. T. Lang and the reaction of the New
Guard. Half-hearted strike measures by wheat
farmers made the news for a day or two but
got nowhere. Mitchell, Latham, Collier were
none of them heroic figures but, politically, they
held the situation well enough.
Collier, indeed, handled the political situation
with characteristic skill and in 1933 brought the
A.L.P. back into office which it held for nearly
14 years. Mitchell was in a sense a victim of
the depression but his 1933 translation from
Parliament to Government House and another
18 years of honourable insignificance, with increasing titular and financial recognition, was
much more than his very limited intellectual
equipment and considerable administrative incompetence warranted.
Three factors no doubt contributed to this
political softening of the effects of undoubted
suffering and persistent public and private
penury.
One was that the rural hardship of the cocky
farmer at its worst-provided it stopped short
of actual eviction or walking off-was easier
to bear than the misery of industrial unemployment. Secondly, even for some of those who
suffered a series of setbacks-Doll Brooks and
her family were a case in point-the revival
of the eastern goldfields provided a way of
escape, if not to prosperity to a form of material
existence consistent with self respect.
Most significantly distinctive of all relieving
factors was the Secession Campaign itself. Not
least of the merits of Professor Bolton's analysis
is his presentation of the campaign of 1932-33
as a safety valve: "The West was able to externalize many tensions by building up a myth of
the hostile and unhelpful Eastern States."
III
For these and other reasons, it may be repeated, the economic depression inflicted fewer
social scars on the body politic of Western Australia than it did elsewhere in the Commonwealth. There could be no doubt of the effects
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elsewhere: witness the mounting industrial unrest in the later '30s, checked by wartime developments but culminating in the coal strike
of the late '40s; the decade of dissension in the
A.L.P., barely healed by 1940; the determination of Chifley to minimize the effects, if not
to prevent the recurrence, of another depression by the succession of social security and
related measures that ended in bank nationalisation and defeat.
In some other respects in Western Australia
the depression confirmed or created certain
habits of mind which were to persist in the
West long after the economic blizzard had
passed. They carried over into the period of
early postwar national development and even
into the years of mineral boom.
Three examples must suffice. The first was a
consequence of the conviction that, since the
West must live of its own-because of its
neglect by the Eastern States, the Secessionists
argued-it must avoid the risks of imaginative
planning, live simply, count the pennies and
shun optimists like the plague-for fear, no
doubt, of catching another Sir James Mitchell!
Professor Bolton puts this very well by writing that "public spending on any project, however deserving, became subject to the "depression mentality"-a slowness to think generously".
I grew up in this administrative atmosphere,
as did most other young departmental heads
within the University, and the habit stayed with
me well into the postwar period. Some of the
responsibility may, of course, have rested with
remote Scots ancestors, and the practice had
the merits of its demerits; but when I went into
the extramural field and combined Adult Education with History, I had to make each expansion of community activities self-supporting.
Thus the Festival of Perth was established only
because I convinced a reluctant Senate, through
an imaginative Vice-Chancellor (also a Scot!),
that each Festival would pay for itself.
I can still recall the shock of my reception
when, after the resignation of my former pupil,
Paul Hasluck, from the Department of External
Affairs, I went to Sydney with the Vice-Chancellor's concurrence and bearded myoId Melbourne Economics tutor, R. C. Mills, then
Chairman of the Commonwealth Universities
Commission, with a request for funds to enable
me to award Hasluck a temporary research
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fellowship, in which capacity he might continue
his own work on The Government and the
People and conduct a seminar for my Honours
and MA research students. "An excellent idea",
was the answer. "Why don't you make him a
Reader"!
My second exampIe of harmful effects of the
depression on Western Australia is much more
serious: its retarding influence upon the educational system-an aspect of its social effects
barely mentioned in A Fine Country.
The University, fortunately, had sufficient
independence and a handful of men of courage
like Hubert Whitfeld and Walter Murdoch to
keep the pruning knife at bay. Happily, too, its
Hackett bequest funds helped not only needy
students and graduate researchers but, through
its building project, gave employment to tradesmen and labourers and provided students with
the atmosphere of the new Crawley campus to
offset other shortcomings in staff and equipment. The State Education Department of the
day, alas, had no professional heads of the
quality of a Peter Board, a Frank Tate or a
Cecil Andrews to stand up to Norbert Keenan
and other educational iconoclasts. Western
Australia's primary, secondary and technical
schools, and its one teachers' college were still
suffering from the effects when they had to meet
the added strain of the world war.
The practice of penury and the ever-present
excuse for inaction by blaming the other fellow
-in this case the wicked Ugly Sisters of the
Eastern States-bred a sense of inferiority
among the people of Perth that could be disastrous. Insofar as the Secession Campaign was
merely a protest at neglect, its very success in
winning some measure of assistance through the
Commonwealth Grants Committee established
in 1933 only served to confirm many Western
Australians in their sense of dependence. The
resultant Cinderella State mentality was a state
of mind which persisted well into the postwar
period until, at long last, the Brand-Court Government had the courage to accept the advice
of its Under Treasurer and withdraw Western
Australia from the list of claimant States.

IV
Not all of the effects of the depression were,
however, harmful. In the Eastern States, the
rude surgery of the early '30s cut away some of
the dead wood from Australia's industrial Dlant.
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With this killing off of some of the mushroom
growth, inside the rising tariff wall of the Great
War and interwar years, industrial rationalisation prepared the way for the remarkable manufacturing revival of the late '30s and the phenomenal industrial growth of the world war and
postwar years.
So, too, in the West there were substantial
benefits, not merely in the temporary revival
of gold-mining but also, as Professor Bolton
very briefly indicates, in a badly needed, realistic
re-appraisal of what constituted a viable dairy
farming industry in the South West and in the
ultimate benefits of a scientific instead of a sentimental approach to rural economics generally,
by the Agricultural Bank under the chairmanship of the former A.L.P. Deputy Premier, Alex
McCallum.
Nor was it all the cold if belated realism of a
few men at the top. My personal experience
convinces me that the depression had a stimulating and a broadening effect on the minds
of many Western Australians however severely
it hit their pockets. I suggest two examples that
don't get a mention in A Fine Country.
In the late 1920s, as a young lecturer in
international affairs, with a crusading zeal for
the League of Nations Union, I got round the
Western Australian countryside a good deal. I
tried to convince country audiences of cocky
farmers and others that they had a material as
well as a spiritual interest in the peace and
prosperity of countries and peoples overseas.
The response was negligible except from the
usual handful of "do-gooders" who accepted
the second argument.
When I repeated the effort in the middle and
later '30s-spurred on by what I'd seen and
heard during a sabbatical year's leave in Europe
-the result ,vas entirely different. I had only
to mention the argument of economic selfinterest and the cockies in the audience were
already ahead of me. A few first hand stories
about Hitler and Musso and I had them where
I wanted them!
N or did the response stop at that point. On
one major matter my analysis of the effects
of the depression years differs sharply from
that of Professor Bolton. In his stimulating but
all too brief concluding chapter, "Aftermath",
he dismisses the ideological militants as "young,
single and recently arrived"; they were "outsiders" who made little impact on the "compact
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and homogeneous society" of the West. A
little earlier he wrote of the depression-bred
country protest movements as having been
"contained and moderated by the strong Western Australian tradition of consensus".
The more militant of the protesters may indeed have returned whence they came but my
impression is that they left behind them a
questioning spirit among cocky farmers and
others which had not been present before the
depression. I was to meet many farmers as
the. '30s lengthened who, as they sat behind
plough or harvester, chewed over the talks they
had heard over the wireless the night before
from the increasingly varied panel of speakers
whom the ABC were by then providing. These
were the men and women who formed the discussion groups fed by the Box Scheme of the
expanding Adult Education Board's activities
of the later '30s. I could quote from at least two
of those. whose calm 1968 recollections were
faithfully recorded by Mrs Owen and reproduced by Professor Bolton. As I recall their comments three. decades earlier they were neither
calm nor restrained.
Perhaps I should put this another way. I
doubt very much whether there was such a thing
as a Western Australian consensus by 1939.
If there was, I think it was very different from
that of 1929. There was a receptiveness to ideas,
and to events outside Western Australia, which
certainly had not been present at the end of
that most depressing of all decades in Australian history, the. 1920s.
The self-satisfaction and complacency of that
post-Great War decade was no doubt somewhat
different in character in the West than in the
more industrialised and urbanised States of
eastern Australia. But much the same characteristics were in evidence, writ somewhat larger,
perhaps, in parochialism on the one hand and
unpleasant good fellowship and easy-going
casual friendliness on the other. Western Australia's capital city, where "Inky" Shann made
his prophetic remark which has given Professor
Bolton his attractive book-title, might equally
well have been dubbed "a pleasant place to
sleep in". It certainly was a difficult and most
expensive place to get away from for the badly
needed stimulus of colleagues in similar fields.
Even Shann, on full professorial salary, found
it difficult to get away more than once a yearat his own expense.
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As I see it, the economic depression of the
early '30s and the tremendous improvement in
communications which followed in the next two
decades were among the things which helped to
jolt the people of Perth and its hinterland out
of their 19th century slumbers. Other influences
were to play their part: war and its immediate
aftermath; the onward march of ideas as well
as of material development; the challenge and
stimulus of outsiders from overseas and from
other States and, last but by no means least,
the drive of local leaders (in a great many different fields, including politics) who were not
tied to the past. These were a welcome change
after James Mitchell who, however lovable
for his rolling gait, his portly figure and his
genial manner, had been dead from the waist
up (if he had one) for nearly a quarter century
before he died. Admittedly, the. contrast was
less sharp with Phil Collier who, as Premier,
undoubtedly displayed remarkable political
astuteness, tolerance and shrewdness-but only
in his moments of sobriety. And Willcock made
a very poor substitute for Collier.
V
Professor Bolton ends his book by reflecting
sadly on the contrast between the Western Australia of the 1970s, with its "self-satisfaction
in material progress and a reluctance. to grapple
with new ideas lest they prove divisive", and the
"old sense of community" of forty years earlier,
and that "compact and homogeneous society"
of the early '30s which had been able to "absorb
and soften conflicting points of view".
To me, this is carrying nostalgia of the cradle
to unwarranted lengths. Indeed, if this were
a critical review of A Fine Country instead of
an excuse for a confessedly personal appraisal
of its period, I'd be disposed to suggest that
the book might well have been pruned of some
of its parish pump trivia and the space devoted
instead to more of the. tantalisingly brief and
attractively phrased analysis which now appears mainly in its opening and concluding
pages. How many readers-even Western Australians-are likely to derive either profit or
pleasure from the description of the pots and
pans to be found on the third floor of Boans
store, even if Harry Boan's help for the unemployed is a legitimate subject for inclusion?
Mention of the torrid weather of JanuaryFebruary 1933 might well be justified as among
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the factors which discouraged electors from
voting for Mitchell instead of Collier but readers might surely have been spared the supporting details of ptomaine poisoning caused
by the pork sandwiches distributed at the Osborne Park Methodist Church's Sunday School
picnic at Peppermint Grove. I myself found the
full details of the demonstrations and protests
needlessly prolonged . . . Yet, illogical though
it be, I must confess I enjoyed the references
to those "I communicate with Hobart" notices
in tobacconists shops. They had me puzzled
for more than a year in the. mid-1920s!
The argument of the preceding sentences is
thus answered out of my own mouth. It was
fitting, indeed, that A Fine Country to Starve in
should have been designed and written by one
who is a Sandgroper by birth. Professor Bolton
has brought the Western Australia and the
Western Australians of the early 30s to life, in
their strengths as well as their weaknesses. And
who are we to dispute his right to sigh over
their passing and to shed a tear for the tranquility of his early childhood days.
But if the comments in the preceding pages
are seemingly irreverent they are still consistent
with a warm regard, and a lively respect, for
the place and the people of the West, of yesteryear as of today. They are indeed, the comments
of a Sandgroper by adoption, of one who remembers both the '20s and the '30s, who can
recapture feelings of frustration as well as affection for both decades but who is also not
ashamed at the thought of having played some
small part in the constantly changing scene of
the '40s, '50s and '60s, even if it has left a few
man-made sand dunes which temporarily disturb the view of Perth Water for the diplomats
and others fortunate enough to reside on the
heights of Bellevue Terrace.
FRED ALEXANDER

It is one of those inexplicahie coincidences that,
at a period when politicians and economists
all over the world were declaring that the
return of mass unemployment was unthinkable,
historians in many different places were turning their attention to the depression years. It
is a bitterer irony that the results of these activities should appear when mass unemployment
seems to have. been accepted by many of the
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Western democracies as one of the unavoidable
facts of life about which it is not really necessary to think too much. One of the earliest and
most publicised of such s,tudies was Studs
Terkel's Hard Times. Hard Tbnes is a useful
work with which to compare Professor Bolton's
book because it is so very different. Both make
use of intervie\vs and record individual experiences and comments of those who lived through
the. depression but Terke! just throws them all
into an unorganised and far too large a heap.
Professor Bolton skilfully blends them into a
dramatic composition. I have never met anyone who has read Terkel right through. It is
hard to imagine any reader who could put
down unfinished A Fine Country to Starve In.
Professor Elton was neither the first nor the
last authority to proclaim that the first duty of
the historian is to be a professional and for a
long time now any narrative has been too liable
to be dismissed as non professional. Professor
Bolton is a professional historian but he has
written a narrative which is intensely vivid and
dramatic. Professor Bolton never misses the
telling phrase and illuminating incident. The
casual words of Shann provide more than a
striking title. They epitomise the whole theme
of the. book and not one word is redundant.
Weste.rn Australia is kept before the reader as
a fine country even when shown as a country
in which too many came too near to starving.
The description of the centenary procession
with which the book opens is a set piece but it
provides the background and the. themes as
powerfully as it paints a picture. Professor
Bolton can use the apparently trivial to elucidate as well as to illustrate-The sick new settler
who babbled, in a very non-conservationist
fashion, of "Trees, trees". The few lines describing Sir James Mitchell lighting his evening
fire at Government House are not just an account of an entertaining idiosyncracy. They
are an epitome of the gulf which divides us,
for better and for worse, from what, just as
much as the seventeenth century, is a "World
we have lost".
The depression was an economic phenomenon but Professor Bolton does not attempt any
elaborate. economic analysis. This would have
been inappropriate. The causes of the depression were international and Professor Bolton is
content to show how the policies of the West
Australian Government helped to make WestWESTERLY, No.1, APRI L, 1973

ern Australia less able to protect itself from the
international disaster. He does not dwell too
much on the way in which the City of London
and orthodox finance, the real rulers of the
country, made. things worse than they need have
been. This could, of course, be illustrated more
strikingly from New South Wales. Professor
Bolton's book ought to be read widely outside
Western Australia but it is addressed primarily
to West Australians. It takes up the traditional
and ancient task of the historian-whether professional or poet-of making a people aware
of its identity by relating its past. Chronologically it is a recent past from which many still
survive but psychologically it is a remote past.
Either as the result of foreign origin or youth
most inhabitants of Western Australia know
only the prosperous, expanding state. Even the
older migrant from Jarrow or Germany does
not relate his pre-war experiences to his new
environment. Until not so long ago the Labour
Party in England derived its main emotional
impetus not from hopes for the future but from
fear of the past.
The story Professor Bolton tells is a complex
one and he skilfully blends many themes. The
growth of Hrecognised'7 un~mployment, the
situation and reactions of the established farmers, the land settlement policies and the secession movement. At times perhaps, the secession
movement tends to develop a little as a theme
on its own and its relationship to economic
distress could possibly have been more fully
explored although this topic is by no means
overlooked. The reader tends to regard it as a
distraction from the more· serious subjects
which is perhaps what those who took part in
it also felt. As well as describing movements
Professor Bolton is good at describing men.
Both Collier and Mitchell come very much
alive. The reader is drawn to sympathise with
each, both in their vain efforts to control policy
when things were very much in the saddle and
in their subsequent long period of sad decline.
A book of this kind is bound to leave many
questions unanswered. The author does not always seek to reconcile conflicting stories and
opinions. It could hardly be otherwise. Indeed
it is greatly to be hoped that this book will
stimulate many who lived through this period
to come forward with their own histories and
their own interpretation of events. One section
whose story would round off this volume is the
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many who did not suffer the direct effects of
the depression. Professor Bolton quotes in passing a claim of the Federation of University
Women-never a very trustworthy body-that
there was no intellectual unemployment in
Perth. This would present an unbelievable contrast with the rest of the world. In any case
the fact mentioned in the book that the Government as an economy measure closed the Teacher
Training College makes it clear that more· than
one year of school Ieavers had one of the commonest avenues to intellectual employment
closed to them. It would be of interest to know
more of the impact of the depression on the
University, on its corporate existence, on its
staff and on the students. Did it dominate the
aims, ambitions and political convictions of
students as in other parts of the. world? What
happened to the professional man and the man
in his business on his own? Some doctors are
quoted who felt a reduction in income but no
serious inconvenience but a general reference
to country doctors paid in kind raises more
doubts. A pig, a chicken or even wheat might
keep the doctor and his family alive but would
not enable a son who wished to follow his
father's profession to pay his way to Adelaide
or Melbourne. Some statistics might even be
welcome. What was the extent of housebuilding
in Perth during these years. Are there any
figures for the volume of retail trade? How
many small shopkeepers or even professional
men went bankrupt or were forced out of business less dramatically. In Britain there was a
clear distinction between areas \vhich were depressed and the South East where a substantial
section of the population actually experienced
an increase in real income.
Such questions merely illustrate the power of
the book to fascinate and stimulate. The Western Australia Professor Bolton describes was a
fine country if you were strong and kept your
health although possibly the author is a little
too complacent about the ease with which an
experienced young man could live off the land.
For many months of the year much of Western
Australia can be very wet and bitterly cold at
night whilst boots are both essential and hard
to improvise. Dr Hector Stewart is quoted on
admissions to the Royal Perth. It would be
interesting to have. figures for the Tuberculosis
Sanatorium at Wooroloo where that enormous
cemetery, happily for the most part unoccupied,
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remains with its graves marked by anonymous
metal pegs a grim reminder of where many
hopes ended even before the onset of the official
depression. Professor Bolton rightly stresses the
almost complete lack of real violence even
though tempers were short at times and fierce.
threats exchanged. The forces of law and order
were hardly capable of opposing any really determined opposition. All this is in complete
contrast to the United States where Eisenhower,
Patton and MacArthur first appear in history
for their achievement in driving unemployed
ex-soldiers off the streets of Washington by the
use of tanks and all the panoply of modern
armaments. The only miserable case of internecine strife amongst the dispossessed can be
compared to the. numerous instances quoted by
Terkel's witnesses where unemployed, singly
or in groups, murdered to secure work, where
guards shot down men attempting to ride
freight trains and where. when petrol had been
poured over masses of oranges, a man was shot
dead because he tried to save one to eat.
Professor Bolton gives his explanation why
so little harm was done to the social fabric of
the State by the hardships of the thirties and
wonders how modern Western Australia would
react to another such ordeal. Britain, the United
States and, alas, Australia give us the answer
to this question. We have not learned to prevent
mass unemployment and social misery but we
have learned to confine it to a minority. So
let the unemployed lack bread unregarded
whilst the prosperous led by the Public Service,
the Australian Medical Association, FAUSA
and the industrial unions scramble. righteously
for a larger share of the cake. Such a conclusion to this review is not the instrusion of irrelevant personal prejudices and outdated social
morality. It demonstrates that Professor Bolton's book is not just a record of the past. It
is a tract for the times. Its aim is to help usWest Australians new and old, to know ourselves. How much better if it could succeed in
making us change ourselves!
LEONARD JOLLEY

I found Geoffrey Bolton's book fascinating
reading because, although I grew up during the
depression and have vivid memories of that
time, I never knew all the political and histori68

cal events which accompanied the crisis. Bolton
paints a sympathetic picture. of the politicians
of the day, their policies, and of the responses
and attitudes of their electors. All were, in a
sense, prisoners bound by the constraints of
fiscal dogma, ignorance, and of external forces
beyond their control.
My father was the fifth son of a New South
Wales dairyman who took up virgin land near
Katanning in 1905. He fought in the Great War,
and on his return sold his farm to buy a larger,
partly developed farm in an Eastern Wheatbelt
district. This had recently been "opened-up"
by the Narrogin-Narembeen-Merredin branch
railway.
The farmers of that time were a very mixed
lot. Some, like my father, had moved from less
promising farms in W.A. or other States of
Australia. A few were city businessmen, but
the majority were soldier-settlers financed by
and through the Agricultural Bank. Before the
war, they had been farm workers, miners or
factory workers. They knew little about the
land, but were advised by bank officials who
had often been farmers themselves. Later, there
was a small infusion of "wealthy" farmers
from eastern Australia where they had sold land
at high post-war prices to buy cheap land in
W.A. There was a small sprinkling of schoolteachers and white collar workers.
Among the soldier settlers were British Imperial Army men, mostly with little. knowledge
of farming. An early, poignant, memory is of a
thin genteel ex-British Army captain whose
plough-horses had broken out of his new farm
about 20 miles east of us on the fringe of settlement. He. was riding through the bush (most
of the land was then forest and scrub) in a
rather hopeless search. Even to an eight-yearold it was clear that he was reaching the end
of his physical and spiritual reserves. Little
wheatbelt boys were not much given to feelings
of compassion (or so I remember them) but
this incident has remained with me for nearly
fifty years.
The roads, where they existed, were horrible.
Churned by the. steel tyres of carts, drays and
waggons, they were hard and rutty in summer,
treacherous in winter. The first motor cars
were appearing then, and their anxious drivers
risked sharp stakes which lay in wait for pneumatic tyres. Pity the driver whose car or truck
in winter slipped into the deep wheel ruts of
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the waggons. Down onto the differential it sank,
wheels spinning helplessly. With much cursing
and with brushwood from the roadside they
would eventually be coaxed to grip again. The
brush, of course, remained as a hazard to rubber tyres the following summer.
So we went to school, when I was 8 years
old, in the district's first school-bus service
(subsidised of course) which took children from
outlying farms into school in the town. Our
bus was a 1924 model Chevrolet one-ton truck,
which picked us up as early as 7 a.m. and dropped us off again as late as 5 p.m. At first, we
sat back-to-back on wooden boxes placed down
the centre of the deck. An unexpected swerve
was likely to send a child spinning off onto the
road-side, and occasionally did. No one was
badly hurt. When winter came the bus was regularly bogged and we would arrive at school
late, sometimes hours late, so cold we couldn't
write. So the bus was rigged with a 6 x 8 foot
canvas tent, wooden seat benches were bolted
around the outside leaving room in the centre
for fighting and scuffling. Such luxury it seemed.
Radios appeared in farm houses about this
time, putting us in daily touch with the world
outside. Newspapers were usually picked up
once or twice a week, so they weren't read very
assiduously by tired farmers or their wives.
The roads were getting better. Our Road
Board employed a man with a dray-big tough
looking Mick Brick-who with pickaxe and
shovel stoically filled the worst bog holes in the
East Ward.
Land was being cleared at an increasing rate.
Teams of clearers would raze the forest with
axes for as little as 10 to 12 shillings an acre.
They would then fire the fallen timber and burn
all logs and rubbish so the farmer could plow
and "sow-on-the-burn" in the autumn. For
this, again, they might receive, 10 to 12 shillings
an acre. A good axe-man could clear 1 acre a
day in average wheatbelt forest. The early clearers were mostly Australians, hardworking, hard
drinking, hard fighting. On Saturday afternoons
when they went to town for stores there would
be grim bare knuckle fist fights. What happened to these men I wonder? They were gradually
replaced by Italian immigrants, who worked
equally hard but characteristically drank and
fought less. Some of these, I know, became
farmers themselves.
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Sheep were appearing on the farms as feed,
water and fencing allowed. With increased feed
and watering points, the rabbits prospered too,
and reached plague proportions. My father
spent much of his badly needed time and money
poisoning them and fumigating them in their
burrows. Eventually, like everyone else, he was
forced to fence the entire property with rabbit
proof netting, a costly operation.
Through all this time we were buoyed up
by the indefatigable, optimistic James Mitchell.
Bolton's book gives a lot of space to Mitchell,
as well it might. He was the architect of the.
land development boom of the twenties. Although many criticisms can be justly made, he
was a man of vision and compassion and had
the common touch. He enjoyed nothing better
than to visit the new farmlands being developed
in the wheatbelt.
Wheat provided an immediate cash crop,
yielding a return within a year of the major
expenditure of clearing. If the soil was fertile
enough, farmers would grow successive crops
for several years on their newly cleared lands,
using the income to improve the property and
to clear more land. There was an air of achievement and optimism which helped the settlers
to bear the hardships and the discomforts of
their pioneering life.
Wheatbelt farmers knew things were going
wrong in the Group Settlements of the South
West, where great hardships were being suffered with little success to lighten the burden. We
know now that much of the land was deficient
in minor elements as well as phosphate. Little
was known about minor elements in those days,
and indeed some had not yet been discovered.
Mount Barker subclover was being advocated
by Mr A. B. Adams, a dedicated agricultural
scientist with the infant Department of Agriculture. Even here, there were problems of clover
establishment not to be solved until much later.
Anyway, wheatbelt "cockies" had their own
problems, and didn't waste much sympathy on
the "Groupies". Nowadays, when I drive
through heavily forested areas of the South
West and imagine facing those huge hardwood
trees with a puny axe, I feel physically sick.
My belated sympathy goes out to those who
tried, and my salutations to the heroes who
succeeded.
And then the CRASH.
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Most farmers seems to have been totally unprepared for the possibility of a slump, and the
psychological effect was correspondingly great.
Money was so short that farm wives spent their
time mending and patching clothes and shoes,
making their own bread and soap, grinding
wheat for porridge, often running hens to sell
eggs and obtain a few shillings of their own.
The farming community did not, I think, feel
the depression until after it had hit the city.
Their spokesmen and advisers were still talking
of wheat reaching 5/- per bushel in 1930,
whereas in fact the price continued inexorably
downwards from 4/6 to 1/8.
Many farmers' children were brought home
from secondary schools in Perth to work on the
farm. In my own case, plans for attendance
at a secondary school were hastily dropped.
A strong willed ex school-teacher mother, however, prevented my becoming a farm worker
at 14 years, which was the lot of most farm
boys at that time. She began teaching me herself, later enlisting the aid of the Correspondence Section of the Education Department.
Further assistance came from a mathematically
inclined churchman, the Rev'd W. E. Jones,
who was fresh out of Oxford and recently
ordained. Mr Jones used to call at the. local
town every Saturday morning, and I would ride
10 miles into town where he would patiently
instil some knowledge of algebra, geometry and
trigonometry into my unreceptive mind. On one
such occasion my mother had darned a small
patch on the seat of my pants. By the time I
reached town my bottom was very sore; but
the ride home was agony! A round piece of
skin had been worn away leaving a red and
angry looking wound.
We never heard that our immediate neighbours ate boiled wheat, though in some of the
more recently settled farms east of us they did.
One housewife was surprised wearing a chaffbag dress, which she did to preserve her remaining dress for public occasions. Wool was now
selling as low as sixpence per pound. With
wheat around 2/- per bushel, many farmers
couldn't pay interest on bank loans or repayments on machinery, fertilizers or stock. The
local storekeepers were unsung benefactors of
that time, for many of them risked their own
solvency by giving credit to farmers in financial
difficulties.
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The Country Party was being castigated for
neglecting its Sil pporters, and the Primary Producers' Association, which had strong links
with the Party, was under fierce attack for
representing only the richer, more established
farmers of the State. The militant Wheat
Growers' Union was formed and began, as
Bolton describes, to make demands on the Government and to organise against repossession
of farms and machinery. Tempers were frayed
and old friendships were broken as the conservative and radically minded farmers polarized themselves in bitter dispute.
Cutting across all political, economic and
social groupings came the burning question of
secession. My father was for federation and
opposed secession. One of his closest friends,
originally from South Australia, led the district's secession movement. Both were ardent
P.P.A. and Country Party men. W.G.U. members were also split on the secession issue. Looking back, I wonder whether many of the supporters of the secession movement were not
using it to dramatise their economic grievances
to gain financial relief, rather than seriously
attempting to leave the Commonwealth.
By now it was common to see men trudging
the roads with their swags, offering to work for
their keep. Some worked for keep and 2/6
weekly "tobacco money" (one of these men is
now a prosperous city businessman). My father,
who was inclined to be liberal, paid 10/ - a week
and for that did not expect more than 50 hours
work except on rushed jobs! Later, he paid £1
a week and keep and was criticised by neighbours for making things hard for others.
Large numbers of British migrants had landed in W.A. during the late twenties, and some
continued to come, hoping for a better life.
The farm hands among them fairly quickly
adapted to the harsh uncomfortable conditions
on wheatbelt farms. Those from cities, and they
were the majority, were lonely and hopeless.
They were called "Pommies" with casual contempt, and were regarded as "dopey", "forgetful", "unobservant", "slow", and without initiative. There was a good deal of truth in these
observations. I feel sure those men were suffering a kind of cultural shock-the life into
which they were suddenly plunged must have
seemed like an awful nightmare; their only
refuge, perhaps, was to retire into a protective
shell. In any event, there was little sympathy
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or understanding to be found in the farming
community.
By 1936, returned from Muresk Agricultural
College, I was myself working the farmhand
up to 70 hours a week, and thought myself
liberal for taking the 13-hour night shifts on
the tractor, leaving him only 11 hours driving
a day to earn his £2 and keep.
A partial recovery in wheat and wool prices
and the move away from horses into tractors
encouraged farmers to work larger farms than
before. Some. farmers had "walked-off" their
farms, others had sold to neighbours, often
taking little for their years of toil and worry.
A rapid consolidation of farms resulted, so that
few of the original 1000 acre Bank farms remained as the sole land holding. Farmers made
little money, but the more able and energetic
ones strengthened their positions. The personal
scars and enmities of the deep depression were
healing, and would soon be healed completely
in the crisis of World War II. Older farmers,
understandably, retain deep suspicions about
the capability of international finance to wreck
their markets and security. They have, of
course, an even deeper conviction that there
are too many "bludgers" in the city.
Professor Bolton's book has successfully
achieved what he set out to do: to write about
"social history with a dash of politics". He has
painted skilfully on a broad canvas, but many
of his glimpses will themselves unfold into
material for more social history.
C. A. PARKER

"The aims of this book are simple", Professor
Bolton ~ays in his foreword. "One is to recapture the atmosphere of a crisis which nobody
under thirty-five can remember ... In creating
this narrative, it emerged that Western Australia's reactions to the depression were in some
ways strikingly individual. So the attempt has
been made to identify some of the features
of the Western Australian community which influenced its behaviour during the Depression,
and to assess people's reactions in terms of their
backgrounds rather than looking only at the
immediate pressures. This, then, is social history, with a dash of politics."
If this is the aim of social history, then this
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book is brilliantly successful. And let's have
more social history. For those who do remember the Depression of the nineteen-thirties
another book might well be made of their
reactions to this volume. And this simply because Professor Bolton's book contains so much
that is well remembered, so much that is half
recalled, and so much that had been forgotten,
that in almost everyone it will evoke a flood
of reminiscence. The flood may well submerge
the book itself-though would it be legitimate
to say that this recognition and illumination is
also the purpose of social history?
At any rate, Professor Bolton and his assistants have brought it on themselves. The Depression has perhaps made more impact on
those who lived through it, whether old, middleaged, or growing up during those years, than the
war years that followed. For some it probably
made more impact than a knowledge of two
world wars. This reaction is not peculiar to
Western Australia, and yet a book such as
this has surprisingly not been available on this
period. Economic statistics, yes, figures, tentative and incomplete, yes. But no real searching
for what this time was like to the people who
formed and were formed by it. The writers of
fiction have borne more witness to it than the
historians.
The Depression hit Western Australia like
an epidemic from outside attacking a close-knit
and well meaning-even good living-family.
There was a sense that somewhere divine providence had not been kind.
Perth is still hardly a major metropolis offering size and variety. But even for those who
know the Perth of today it would be difficult
to imagine the Perth of 1929. Perth, simply, was
small. It was intimate in the small town sense
that literally everyone recognised everyone else
even if they did not know them personally.
When a boat arrived the strangers would be
stared at in the streets (they were apt to stare
back). Hay Street, the social centre of the city,
if one stretched the terms social and city, was
the place where at lunch time the office workers
promenaded, where the young males went to
view the young females, and where the females
went to be viewed. Depression or no Depression. The point about this was that every
moderately good looking girl was known and
cherished-at least visually since the talent was
limited-just as it was known what office she
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worked in, which desk or machine she sat behind. It was the club of the young; for the
older, the well established clubs and the dining
rooms of a few chosen hotels offered a similar,
if perhaps monastic, gathering place.
At night the same street was briefly lit and
filled, then, usually not long after eleven, the
last trams clanged their bells, the last ferries
departed from the river jetties, and Perth faded
quietly into darkness. Tormenting and desolate
for those who could not resign themselves to
such a curfew.
There was, then, one other street which accommodated some of these. It lay across from
the dark railway yards, and offered a kind of
life and warmth, squalid enough, but which
the rest of the city ignored. Josie's Villa and
other often less printable names were as much
watchwords of the night as The Prince of Wales
theatre, The Majestic, or the old Unity Stadium.
As a street it survived the Depression with a
certain contempt, perhaps a certain compassion.
This small community possessed a tolerance
of human needs lacking in today's Perth, now
an overdecorated social-climbing city of the
most unpleasant sort. The Perth of the nineteenthirties was hardly this, and possessed an understanding of itself also lacking behind today's
facade.
But such a community found its home grown
wisdom hardly sufficient to offer an understanding of economic forces gathering about the
world, and certainly insufficient to forsee and
prevent the climax of those forces in 1929.
What makes Professor Bolton's book so fascinating is its amazingly vivid picture of this
early city, and this early State. The book offers
an explanation of the economic illness which
overtook city and country, and though the picture is all much clearer, of course, with the
benefit of hindsight, one of the great merits of
the book is that it is not condescending. In its
picture of a rather amazed and genuinely
struggling government the book is just. The
schemes, the palliatives, the attempts-and the
failures of perception and judgement are pretty
largely all there, but discussed by the author
with an understanding not always granted in the
heat and anger of the time itself.
Some parts of this discussion are particularly
welcome, such as the account of the. Group
Settlement Scheme, and the Secessionist Move72

ment, because curiously little has been published about them. But it is perhaps not from this
aspect that the reactions of most readers will
come. The vitality of the book, the wealth of
intimate detail which can range from the description of wheatbelt farm furniture to politicians' personal idiosyncrasies-this is what provokes response. The variety of anecdote is a
major success here. In the main they are brief,
telling, vivid. Everyone will choose his own. A
masterpiece is that of Jimmy Mitchell "very
dignified . . . with his stick, and his dark suit,
and the way he walked" talking to the group
settlers at Denmark. A classic of political strategy? An honest attempt to alleviate an impossible human situation? Or a piece of crass
personal and political obtuseness?
The anecdote is left, usually, to make its own
point. And though these throwaways are better
for not being elaborated, at times they are a
little too lean, for instance who does not want
to know more of the young "Independent upstart" so ably put down by J. C. Willcock?
And for those who do "remember" these anecdotes bring back many names that were half
forgotten, because this was a place small enough
and closeknit enough to have a sense of community. Its leaders and would-be leaders were
familiar figures.
At times the style, and the need for condensation of so much material is less successful.
Generalisations can be effective, but misleading,
even false. For instance to say "Men like Hal
Colebatch, T. P. Draper, and the aggressive
but very capable lawyer "Cocky" Robinson
left politics for one reason or another ..." in
commenting on "an erosion of talent from the.
non-Labor parties at the State level" is not
good enough. It just could be that T. P. Draper
left politics because he was defeated by an
Independent of his own party at the 1921 elections. And from being Attorney General in the
last ministry, went to the bench of the Supreme
Court. And surely to say this at all about Hal
Colebatch is misleading? When did Sir Hal
Colebatch leave politics?
And though most would agree that Mitchell's
advocacy of another farming scheme at Nornalup in 1930 was largely ill advised, it is scarcely
adequate to say "Yet he could find nothing to
equip the unemployed for gold-mining at a
time when it was the only expanding sector of
the economy." How was he to launch a new
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prospecting boom (foot prospecting?) at this
time?
Yet the memories the book evokes multiply.
The illustration of Perth in the 1930s above a
plan of the inner metropolitan area with the
tram lines marked by "wavy lines" is reminiscent of many things! Among them, certainly,
those trams tearing down Barrack Street to
pause at the ferry terminus-their own terminus in fact-until they sighted a ferry pulling
in. As the first of the passengers leapt for the
wharf and started running those trams pulled
out. A few commuters, desperate or very fit,
made the back platform as the tram straightened up for the run up to the Town Hall. The
rest began walking.
If anyone summing up of the attitude of
the time is possible, it may lie in the kind of
bewilderment that only rarely flared to anger
-as in the. Treasury Riot-bewilderment that
clearly often knew despair, but which held the
kind of reasonableness and determination of
people not yet reduced to dependence. on gover~ment aid for the very trivia of life; the
attitude so well expressed (p.157): "We have
no desire to fight the government, the municipal council, the capitalists or the public, and
not even the police. We do not hold mass
meetings, make speeches, nor parade our poverty. We are individualists ... We each go our
way and realise it is only our own efforts and
determination that will see us through, that the
best the Government or anyone else can offer
at the moment is only temporary relief . . ."
The young fared best. They not only lacked
t~e responsibilties, they were, all over the city,
gIven the jobs of the older men, for less money.
In a cynical, ruthless, and economically stupid
fashion. There might so easily have been more
anger and more destructive action.
One may be wrong, but the book suggests
that Professor Bolton enjoyed writing it. Perhaps it was more. interesting to write of, than
to have lived in the Perth of this time, certainly
not many of those who did live there then
could attain the kind of over all view which
distance has allowed, and the book reveals.
But the reader, whether he knew the place then
or not, is likely to find this sense of enjoyment
communicated very strongly. An enjoyable depression? Yes, it was a fine country to starve
in. We may not see its like again!
PETER COWAN
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Poems (1913) by C. J. Brennan, with an Introduction by G. A. Wilkes, Facsimile Edition,
(Sydney University Press, 1972). $7.00 cloth,
$4.00 paper.
The Sydney University Press has given us in
this volume a handsome facsimile edition of
Poems by C. J. Brennan, Copy No. 32 (Sydney,
G. B. Philip and Son, 1913). Brennan inscribed
this copy to Professor E. R. Holme on 24th
December, 1914. The edition gives us extra
value by printing Professor G. A. Wilkes' new
Introduction.
The Introduction is an illuminating and tactful guide to the reading of what is the best of
Brennan's poetry and, indeed, the bulk of it.
Professor Wilkes sees the Poems very properly
as a symbolist livre compose, such as Brennan
had encountered in Regnier's Tel qu'en songe
and in Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du Mal. He finds
the whole work described by Brennan's own
words on Les Fleurs when he speaks of "a
subtly ordered series of poems, where each
piece has, of course, its individual value, and
yet cannot be interpreted save in its relation
to the whole". One thinks of Hugh Selwyn
Mauberley and Four Quartets. Moving deftly
in and out of Brennan's biography, describing
- sometimes humourously - his editorial
method, and having us listen to Brennan on
those two lives, the unfettered and the trapped,
which he lived simultaneously, Professor Wilkes
gives us a convincing reading of the structure
of the volume's five movements, and at the
same time shows us the function of the various
commentaries, interludes and epigraphs, and
the force of those poems which state themes
or "set the. key". This Introduction is a fine
piece of Brennan scholarship by an expert on
.rvmbolisme.
If one has any doubts about the value of the
~ Jlume, they arise when one turns back to the
Chisholm and Quinn edition of Brennan's
verse. How much does one gain from this facsimile?
The difference between the Chisholm-Quinn
text and the facsimile text are few, and where
they occur Chisholm and Quinn are generally
in the right. Plainly, then, the book's value
does not lie in its critical text. Professor Wilkes,
however, sees a special value in the book. "As
Brennan conceived the art of the livre compose," he says, "there was a significance in the
typography employed, in the placing of the
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poems on the page, and even in a page left
blank. To hold the book in one's hands and to
leaf through it, is to perceive something of its
intention." Well . . . perhaps. Mallarme certainly held like views on printing. And yet
blank pages and margins sometimes lend themselves to highly subjective, even eccentric interpretations. One wonders how sure one can
be that they lead one to the book's intention.
And at the same time one is acutely aware
that much of the poetry in the facsimile text
needs critical editing. As Chisholm remarks in
the Notes to The Verse of Christopher Brennan, " 'Lilith', Brennan's longest poem and perhaps his greatest, must some day be republished
in a critical edition, for it has been worked
over by him many times, and there is a vast
number of variants" (p. 260). Was it actually
worth giving us this facsimile of a defective
text?
Yet one should judge the book, after all, by
what it does offer, rather than grumble at
what it cannot attempt. It is a well produced,
minor luxury item. For those ¥/ith a taste for
typography, print placement and blank pages
the book may hold arcane delights. Finally,
there is Professor Wilkes' astute essay.
GENES/US JONES

Sense of Place-George Seddon-University
of Western Australia Press, 275pp. 1972, $15.00.
Reaction to place is varied, though perhaps
predictable. We like some places, we don't like
others, and even such a simple response is to
a large extent due to our conditioning.
A first reaction to this book on place is of
pleasure in a handsome, even lavish, production, and probably a sense of surprise that
this particular place, the Swan Coastal Plain,
should have engendered such a book. Surprise
because its energies have not normally been
expended in this direction, and perhaps also
because those of us who inhabit the plain,
while ranking among the great boasters and
self-propagandists of the world (one can feel
supremely embarrassed to find in a bookstore
of a city like Singapore, a volume titled PerthCity of Light) yet we are not sure about this
place in any but a superficial sense. As Dr
Seddon says in his introduction "I was illprepared for Western Australia, and I think
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this must be a common experience. Even the
Western Australians whose families have been
here for three and four generations are illprepared in some basic ways, because our
primarily British background is still apparent
in our attitudes towards the way we use the
environment . . ."
That statement alone might provide enough
material for debate, and one of the pleasures
of this book is that it questions and offers insights into ideas and views we have too loosely
accepted, and as we are turned to look again
at these, we are brought to look again at the
place itself. And however we may debate the
ideas and views put forward, a book that can
do this is rare and welcome.
In fact this is surely the first book to attempt
such a detailed study of this particular region.
It is certainly the first to offer such an attractive
presentation. It is not the first to provide the
information it contains, however. Dr Seddon
acknowledges that "my part has been more
that of compiler than author, and I should
make it clear that there is much paraphrase".
It is here that one's first doubt may arise.
There is much paraphrase-why not go to the
source material which Dr Seddon meticulously
lists?
One reply to this is that many to whom the
book would appeal have already gone to the
source material, and though they might appreciate diagrams and charts newly presented,
would on this ground pass the book by. Which
is a pity, if only because a book like this deserves every support, and if publishers are not
to retreat even further into the caution besetting
most of them today, every reader. One might
note in the margin that a publisher of a relatively expensive, important book of this sort
has a duty to his author-and to himself-to
provide every care in production. It is sad that
the present volume may need a sheet of corrigenda. And the attention to colour reproduction
which was such a feature of the author's
earlier "Swan River Landscape" is lacking here.
But if the specialist reader is left in question,
what of the general reader, the non-expert, the
person who is interested in his own local environment but who does not have a specialised
knowledge of that environment, even perhaps
of what constitutes that environment?
The introduction indicates that this was to be
a book for this kind of reader, written for "the
non-specialist" and attempting to avoid "techWESTERLY, No.1, APRIL, 1973

nical terms". But even in the paragraph which
states these intentions, the author is explaining
the difficulty of avoiding certain technical
terms, the confusion of terms, and how best he
can evolve a method and style that will be
specific, accurate, and informative for the nonspecialist reader. It is a formidable task.
It is fair to say that to some extent the
book never resolves the problem. The first portion on landscapes, geology, and geological hisstory, and climate, will be familiar enough to
the specialist, and the material could be fairly
easily found elsewhere, though not perhaps so
attractively presented in terms of diagrams,
photographs, and use of colour. For the nonspecialist one can only ask whether this material
is not too difficult, the whole section perhaps
presented at too great a length. It simply requires more background in a number of sciences
than most readers possess.
For those willing, or beginning to acquire
the background, such as those in schools and
colleges, then the book and the approach, the
layout of the material, should be very welcome
indeed. The stress which the book places on
the factors contributing to the environment as
aspects of a total process is not common to
many of the books offering studies of particu1ar facets, for example texts on geology, oceanology, and Dr Seddon's work as compiler is seen
in its true role here. The book is an essential
to reference sets and libraries.
The second section, The Plants, has less
sense of paraphrase, perhaps because there is
much less material available. And this section
can be read by the reader without specialised
knowledge of botany and soils, but who may
be one of the growing number interested in
native plants and trees. Such a reader will be
likely to find the kind of information that has
not been offered in the many glossy productions
on local wildflowers. The emphasis on plant
communities, the discussion of such unregarded
areas as the dunes and the closed heath communities still virtually on the new suburbs'
doorsteps, the eucalypt types found on the
plain, the discussion and illustration of some
of the less known banksias which have only
just been named-and some still being classified-all these aspects are attractively presented
and valuable. They sharpen, also, an awareness of how much will be lost, how much needlessly destroyed by the northward thrust of our
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corridor development plan which threatens even
the existing areas of parks and reserves.
The third section may well have presented
most difficulties to the author in that any treatment of human settlement on the coastal plain
-the one area in the State supporting intensive settlement-is likely within the space allowed here to be random. And for that reason
perhaps presents most difficulties to the reader,
who may here imagine himself less hampered
by lack of background knowledge, and anxious
for a fuller discussion.
The. impact of man on this quite fragile, yet
paradoxically tough, environment has of course
been considerably discussed in the last few
years. Dr Seddon is very fair in his assessment
of the impact of the earlier years, and the lack,
so often, of adequate discussion then. The city
itself did not inherit much from its original
planners, nor did the city environs, the area
between Perth and Fremantle. But the distance
between these two places may have seemed
to its early surveyors and planners as no less
than the distance between Geraldton and Bunbury does to us and our contemporary planners, and we may well hope that some future
historian-or compiler-will be as kind to us.
It is in this section that the reader may feel
the objective attitude of the first two parts
of the book is not adequate. Where are we to
find the author? In which bit of the city?
Upholding which plan? After all, the whole of
the business of living on the coastal plain, of
human use and settlement of cities, depends
partly on the kind of background set out in
the first portion of the book, yes, but it moves
away from objective fact into the realm of
opinion-this plan opposed to that plan, this
need to that, one way of doing things opposed
to another, wise use opposed to greed and shortsightedness. Here perhaps the author does need
to emerge more clearly. And not to seem too
kind, or too polite. After all, is it necessary to
be kind, or polite, to people who destroy place
for profit (most developers, most farmers) or
from a kind of proud ignorance (all city and
shire councils)?
There is a great deal of interest in this final
section, and it is endlessly provocative of discussion-because the material itself is provocative. Not many of us, perhaps unfortunately, will be aroused by pleistocene sand dunes,
except to cart them away for lime-sand, though
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it is possible more of us will come to regard
them as infinitely more attractive than the new
houses being built on them. But the way we
live on this piece of land, the way we have
lived, and may decide to live in the future,
concerns most of us even to the extent of
writing letters to the. paper. The author covers
a very wide field here, and if in the end we
wish he had emerged a little more clearly it
is perhaps because in the heat of the debate
these topics arouse we like to have someone
to hurl things at. Dr Seddon sums up his stance
in his concluding words: "My hope is that
Perth will become more parochial and that
planning for it will be minutely topical: more
so, and not less, because the world is our now
toxic oyster."
Hence, from this point of view, it is not
surprising if some of the most interesting sections of the last part of the book deal with
Rottnest and Fremantle, where the old can
still be seen, and where there is still a human
scale in living. But this kind of regard for the
small scale, for the sense of history, however
we may desire it, is not really a yardstick for
Perth. Perth by international standards is

minute, even microscopic, yes. But it aspires
to growth, outward and upward. It has destroyed its past, it has no human scale, it has cultivated all the most dehumanising aspects of
the large modern city it aspires to be without
achieving the excitement, the colour, the movement, that some modern cities possess. Many
will echo Dr Seddon's hopes that planning
might become minutely topical, though doubting Perth could possibly become more parochial. But to discuss the city in these terms
is really like discussing an old photograph.
Perth can not now be Fremantle. Fremantle
must strive not to be Perth.
If Dr Seddon has declined to swallow his own
baits, the reader may well come in hook line
and sinker, as the above perhaps suggests. And
for those who live in and care for this place, or
for those who simply live in it, there are
plenty of baited hooks. Not many of us may
have the background to an understanding and
response to place which Dr Seddon possesses
and which he illustrates here. But this book
immensely enriches our own response and our
own understanding.
PETER COWAN
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